
CHAPTER 

GEOMETRY AND KINEMATICS 
OF BODIES 

Normally a solid continuum body occupies an open subset of three-dimensional 
Euclidean space (or the closure of an open subset if the boundary is counted). 
However,shells and rods may be modeled using surfaces and curves. "Exotic" 
materials, such as liquid crystals, may require higher dimensional spaces for 
their description. To have a unified approach, as well as for conceptual clarity, 
it is useful to think geometrically and to represent bodies in terms of manifolds. 

This chapter concerns the description of bodies, their motions, and their 
configurations. The laws of dynamics which govern the motion of bodies, are 
discussed in the next chapter. We begin here with bodies in 1R3 and gradually 
work up to a description in terms of manifolds. We assume the reader is familiar 
with advanced calculus on IRn. For the moment we do not distinguish between 
"Euclidean space" and "1R3." 

1.1 MOTIONS OF SIMPLE BODIES! 

1.1 Definition A simple body is an open set CB c 1R3. A configuration of CB 
is a mapping ifJ : CB---+ 1R3. The set of all configurations of CB is denoted e, or 
by e(CB) if there is danger of confusion. Points in CB are denoted by capital 
letters X, Y, . . . . 

A configuration represents a deformed state of the body, as in Figure 1.1.1. 
As the body moves, we obtain a family of configurations, depending on time t. 

!The use of the word "simple" here is not to be confused with Noll's use of the term "simple 
material." (See Truesdell and Noll [1965], p. 60 and Malvern [1969], p. 391.) 
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Figure 1.1.1 

1.2 Definition A motion of a body <B is a curve in e; that is, a mapping 
t ~ t/>t E e of IR to e (or some open interval of IR to e). For t E IR fixed, we 
write t/>t{X) = t/>(X, t). Likewise, if we wish to hold X E <B fixed, we write 
t/>x(t) = t/>(X, t). The map Vt : <B --> !l'3 defined by 

V,(X) = VeX, t) = at/>~~, t) = ~ t/>x(t) 

(assuming the derivative exists) is called the material velocity of the motion. 

If c(t) is a curve in 1R3
, the tangent to c(t) is defined by C/(t) = 

limith~o (c(t + h) - c(t»/h. If the standard Euclidean coordinates of c(t) are 
(cl(t), c2(t), c3(t», then 

C/(t) = (dc
l
, dc

2
, dC

3
). 

dt dt dt 

To avoid confusion with other coordinate systems we shall write t/>~, and so on, 
for the Euclidean components of t/>. Since IR 3 is the set of all real triples, denoted 
z = (Zl, Z2, Z3), and for fixed X E <B, t/>(X, t) is a curve in IR\ we get 

VeX, t) = (V~(X, t), V;(X, t), V;(X, t» 

_ (at/>~ at/>; at/>; ) - ~(X,t), ~(X, t), ~(X, t) . 

We regard vex, t) as a vector based at the point t/>(X, t); if t/>(X, 0) = X, then 
VeX, t) is the velocity at time t of the particle that started out at X. 2 See Figure 
1.1.2. 

1.3 Definition The material acceleration of a motion is defined by 

A,(X) = A(X, t) = aa VeX, t) = dd Vx(t) (if the derivative exists). 
t t \ 

2lfwe regard the map t ~ CPt as a curve in e, then the notation Vt = dcpt/dt is appropriate. 
However, we shall use acpt/at for both roles for simplity. 
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Figure 1.1.2 

In Euclidean coordinates, 

. aV i a2cfi 
A~(X, t) = at Z(X, t) = atz'(X, t). 

1.4 Definition A motion lPt of CB is called regular or invertible if each lPt(ffi) 
is open and lPt has an inverse lP;': lP,(CB) ---> CB. A Cr regular motion is a Cr 
motion [Le., lP(X, t) is a Cr function of (X, t)] such that lP;' is also Cr. (The 
inverse function theorem, recalled later, is relevant here.) 

Intuitively, a regular motion is one for which nothing "catastrophic" like 
ripping, pinching, or interpenetration of matter has occurred. 3 Some of the com
monly encountered quantities of continuum mechanics are not well defined if lP 
is not regular, whereas others remain well defined. Since there are physically 
important cases that are not regular-such as contact problems in which ffi 
may consist of two disconnected pieces that lP brings together-it is important to 
differentiate between quantities that mayor may not be applicable to the formu
lation of this class of problems. 

1.5 Definition Let lPt be a C' regular motion of CB. The spatial velocity of 
the motion is defined by4 

V,: lP,(CB) ---> [R3, Vt = VtolP;'. 

If lPt is a C2 regular motion, we define the spatial acceleration by 

at: lP,(CB) ---> [R3, at = AtolP;'. 

3Notice that if a body folds and undergoes self-contact but no interpenetration, then the 
motion can still be Cr regular as we have defined it. However, rPt cannot be extended to include 
the boundary of <B and still be regular. 

4By the local existence theory for vector fields, rPt will be regular exactly when Vt remains 
defined and is at least C '. See Section 1.6. 
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28 GEOMETRY AND KINEMATICS OF BODIES CH. 1 

We do not like to use phrases like "material coordinates" or "spatial coor
dinates" because there are no "coordinates" involved in the general setting. 
Another technique for considering velocity, the "convective picture," is described 
in Section 1.2. 

Figure 1.1.3 shows the different domains for V, A and v, a. Observe that 
v, a "follow the motion," that is, they are defined on the time-dependent set 
~t«(B)· 

:·0 

Figure 1.1.3 

Now we want to work out expressions for V, v, A, and a in general coor
dinate systems. 

1.6 Definitions, Notation, and ConventionsS A coordinate system {xa} 
(a = 1,2,3) on 1R3 is a c~ mapping (Xl, x2, x 3) of an open set 'Uz C 1R3 to 1R3 
such that 

(i) the range is an open set 'Ux C 1R3, and 
(ii) the mapping 

(Zl, Z2, Z3) ~ (XI(ZI, Z2, Z3), X 2(ZI, Z2, Z3), X 3(ZI, Z2, Z3» 

of 'Uz to 'Ux has a c~ inverse, whose components are denoted 
Zi(X I , X2, x 3). 

SWe use, as far as possible, upper case letters to refer to the body <B and lower case for 
space~. Thus {xa} is a coordinate system in space and {XA} is one on the body. Another com
mon conventions for indices are those of Truesdell and Noll: {Xl} for space coordinates and 
{X"'} for body coordinates. Our notation on the indices follows Rivlin [1974a] and Eringen 
[1975], but otherwise is largely that of Truesdell and Noll. 
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Coordinate lines are the curves Cl(t), c2(t), c3(t) whose components in Eucli
dean coordinates are Zi(CJ(t)) = Zi(t, X2, x 3), where x 2 and x 3 are fixed. Similar 
definitions hold for C2 and C3 • The tangents to these curves are the coordinate 
basis vectors; thus 

where ii (i = 1,2,3) are the standard basis vectors in [R3. Note that ea E 1R3 and 
is a function of xl, X2, X3; that is, ea: 'lLx -> [R3. We always use the summation 
convention: summation on repeated indices is understood. 

For example, spherical coordinates (where 'lLz is [R3 minus a plane) define a 
coordinate system in [R 3. 

Because of condition (ii) above, the Jacobian of the transformation Zl f-7 

Xa(ZI) is nonsingular, so rea} is a basis of [R3 for each (Xl, xl, x 3). Later we shall 
require an orientation on the vectors e J , e2 , and e3 , but this is not needed now. 
Figure 1.1.4 depicts the coordinate lines and basis vectors for a general coor
dinate system in [R3. 

Figure 1.1.4 

---:I~"'A ----I~ Z 2 

;2 

Coordinate systems on the ambient space [R3 are here denoted [xa} while 
those on <B are denoted [XA}. The corresponding Euclidean coordinates are 
denoted [Zi} and [ZI}. The basis vectors for the systems [XA}, [Zi}, and {ZI} are 
denoted, respectively, EA , l;, and 11 , 

1.7 Proposition Let ¢(X, t) be a CJ motion of <B and let V be the material 
velocity. Let {xa} be a coordinate system on [R3 and let ¢a(x, t) = xa(¢(x, t)). 
Then 
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where va(X, t) are the components6 of V relative to ea at the point ifJ(X, t) [with 
coordinates xb(ifJ(X, t»]. 

Proof Consider (ajat)ifJa)ea [where ifJa stands for ifJa(X, t) = xa(ifJ(X, t) and 
where ea stands for ea(xb(ifJ(X, t»]. We have 

(
a) axa aifJi axa az' • 
at ifJa e

a 
= azi a/ea = azi v~ axaij 

= c5{V~iJ = v~il = V = Vaea 

since axajazl and az1jaxa are inverse matrices. I 

Suppose i a is another coordinate system on 1R3 with, say, the same domain 
'Uz • By composition we can form the change of coordinate functions i a (xb

) and 
xa (ib); see Figure 1.1.5. 

.. 

Change of 
coordinates 

Figure 1.1.5 

x 

The transformation property of V is worked out next; one says V transforms 
"like a vector." We let Va denote the components7 of V in the basis ea associated 
with {ia}. 

6If there is danger of confusion, we write V~ for the components of V in the x-coordinate 
system. 

7More consistently, we should write V~ for Va, but it is conventional in many tensor analy
sis texts to write Va. 
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1.8 Proposition va = (aiajaxb)Vb, where Va standsfor va(x, t), and so forth. 

Proof By the chain rule and 1.7, 

V-a _ ~;[.a _ aia ~A.b _ aia
Vb - at'P - axb at'P - axb . 

An alternative proof is obtained by nothing that ea = (axbjaia)eb and then 
equating Vaea with Vaea. I 

To work out the components of the acceleration in a general coordinate 
system we recall a few notations from calculus on [R". If 'U c [Rn is an open set 
in [Rn andfmaps 'U to [Rm, the derivative offat Xo E 'U is a linear transformation 
Df(xo): [Rn ----> [Rm. Formally, for every f > 0 there must be a J > 0 such that 
h E [Rn and (II h II < J) imply 

Ilf(xo + h) - f(xo) - Df(xo)·h II < f II h II· 

Notice that only the norm and the linear structure of Euclidean space are 
involved. Coordinates are not mentioned. If we represent the linear transfor
mation Df(xo) in the standard basis, we get the matrix af~jazJ, the Jacobian 
matrix. 

The usual calculus rules hold. For instance, the chain rule states that 
D(gof)(xo) = Dg(f(xo»oDf(xo); the second "0" stands for composition of 
linear maps-that is, matrix multiplication. The inverse function theoremS says 
that if f: 'U c [Rn -+ [Rn is cr (r > 1) and Df(xo) is invertible, then f has a 
local Cr inverse f-t, mapping some neighborhood of f(xo) to some neighbor
hood of Xo and Df-I(f(XO» = [Df(xo)]-I. 

Returning to the context of 1.6, let us work out the derivative of ea = 
(az1jaxa)il • Clearly, 

This object arises frequently so is given a name: 

1.9 Definition The Christoffel symbols of the coordinate system {xa} on [R3 
are defined by 

which are regarded as functions of :;cd. The Christoffel symbols of a coordinate 
system {X A} are denoted Ole. 

Note that the I"s are symmetric in the sense that I'~b = I'Za' 

SThis theorem is proved in a more general infinite-dimensional context in Section 4.1. 
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1.10 Proposition Let cjJ(X, t) be a C2 motion ofCB, and V and A the material 
velocity and acceleration. Then the components Aa of A in the basis ea of a coor
dinate system {xa} are given by 

Proof 

A = av = aV~t = ~(aZi ve)t 
at at' at axe , 

a2Zi axb e ~ azi aVa ~ a2zi b e axa ava ----V l.+--l.---V V -e +-e - axb axe at • axa at ,- axb axe azi a at a 

Comparison with A = Aaea yields the proposition. I 

1.11 Proposition Aa transforms as a vector; that is, .,P = (axb/axa)Aa. 

1.12 Definition Let v and w be two vector fields on [R3-that is, maps of 
open sets in [R3 to [R3. Assume v is Cl. Thus Dv(x) is a linear map of[R3 to [R3, so 
Dv(x). w(x) is a vector field on [R3. It is called the covariant derivative of v along 
wand is denoted V",v(x) or w· Vv. 

1.13 Proposition In a coordinate system {xa}, 

(V )a ava b + abe 
"'v =aXbW I'beWV 

and (V",v)a transforms as a vector. 

Proof Using Euclidean coordinates, and the matrix av~/azJ of Dv in the 
standard basis, 

V",v = ~~~W~ii = [a~i(:~:ve)J(wd :~)(~~:eo) 
a2 zi axb azi axo azi ave axb azJ axo = _____ vcwd~-e +---wd--e 

axb axe azi axa azi a axe axb azi axd azi a 

_ a J:b e d + J:b ave 510 d _ a e b + avo b I - I'beUaV W eo Ud axbUeW eo - I'beV W eo axb W ea· 

One writes valb = avo/axb + I'Zcve so that (V .. v)o = vOlbWb. 
Recall that for a regular motion, Vt = vt0cjJ" that is, VeX, t) = v(cjJ(X, t), t). 

In a coordinate system {xo} , va(x, t) = vo(cjJ(X, t), t), and so ava/at = 
ava/at + (avo/axb)Vb. Since Ao = ava/at + I'Ze VbVe, we get 

AO(X, t) = ~~o (cjJ(X, t), t) + :~:(cjJ(X, t), t)Vb(X, t)+ I'Z/cjJ(X, t), t)Vb(X, t)VC(X, t). 
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Substituting AQ(X, t) = aQ(rp(X, t), t) and x = rp(X, t), we get 

aQ(x, t) = aJrQ (x, t) + ;~:(x, t)vb(x, t) + r~c(x, t)vb(x, t)-VC(x, t). 

The following proposition summarizes the situation: 

1.14 Proposition For a C2 motion we have 

av 
a = at + V.v. 

In a coordinate system {xQ}, this reads 

We call iJ = (av/at) + V.v the material time derivative of v. Thus iJ = a. 
The general definition follows. 

1.15 Definition Let gt: rp,(~) ---> [R3 be a given C' mapping. We call 

g(x, t) = %tg(x, t) + Dgt(x)·v,(x) 

the material time derivative of g. Sometimes g is denoted Dg/ Dt. 

Ifwe define Gt = gtorpt, then an application of the chain rule gives 

%t G(X, t) = g(rp,(X, t». 

This formula justifies the terminology "material time derivative." Again, 
Dg,(x). v,(x) is called the covariant derivative of g along v" 

Box 1.1 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.1 

Motion 

rpt: ~ ---> 1R3 
rp,(X) = rp(X, t) 

Velocity 

V - arp 
- at 

V t = v.0rp;' 

Covariant Derivative 

".. - xQo'" 'fit - 'fit 
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Christoffel Symbols 

Acceleration 

A _av 
- at 
- A ,/..-1 - • - av v a - ,00/, - V - at + v v 

Coordinate Change 

Figure 1.1.6 goes with these formulas. 

Figure 1.1.6 

CH. 1 

-. ax· Vb 
v = axb 

-. ax· b 
a = axba 

= v(x, t) 

Problem 1.1 Let {x·} and {XA} denote cylindrical coordinate systems on 
1R3

, that is, 
Xl = r, 

XI = R, X2 = e, X3 = z. 
Let CB = [1(3 and consider a rigid counterclockwise motion about the z
axis given by 
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t/J/(R, e, Z) = R, t/JNR, e, Z) = e + 2m, and t/Ji(R, e, Z) = Z 

where t/J~ = xaorp,. Compute V~, v~, A~, and a~. 
Let ria} denote a Cartesian coordinate system for 1R3 given by 

Determine V~, ij~, A:, and ii~ from the change-of-coordinate formulas 
given in the summary, and by directly differentiating ~~; compare. 

Problem 1.2 For a map gt: rplCB) -> 1R3
, work out a formula for the 

covariant derivative Dg,(x). vrCx) relative to a general spatial coordinate 
system on IR 3 • 

1.2 VECTOR FIELDS, ONE-FORMS, AND PULL-BACKS 

We shall now start using the terminology of manifolds. We begin by giving the 
general definition of a manifold and then revert to our special case of open sets 
in 1R3 to allow the reader time to become acquainted with manifolds. The basic 
guidelines and manifold terminology we will use later in the book are given in 
this section. 

2.1 Definition A smooth n-manifold (or a manifold modeled on IRn) is a set9 

me. such that: (1) For each P E me. there is a subset 'U of me. containing P, and 
a one-to-one mapping, called a chart or coordinate system, {x~} from 'U onto an 
open set 'D in IRn; x~ will denote the components of this mapping (~ = 1, 2, ... , 
n). (2) If x" and i" are two such mappings, the change of coordinate functions 
i"(x 1, ••• , xn) are c~. 

If {x"} maps a set 'U c me. one-to-one onto an open set in IRn, and if the 
change of coordinate functions with the given coordinate functions are C~, then 
{X"} will also be called a chart or coordinate system. 

For instance, an open set me. c IRn is a manifold. We take a single chart, 
{Zl}, to be the identity map to define the manifold structure. By allowing all 
possible coordinate systems that are C~ functions of the Zl, we enlarge our set 
of coordinate systems. We could also start with all of these coordinate systems 
at the outset, according to taste. 

Thus, a manifold embodies the idea of allowing general coordinate systems 
(see Figure 1.1.5); it allows us to consider curved objects like surfaces (two
manifolds) in addition to open sets in Euclidean space. The manifold me. becomes 
a topological space by declaring the 'U's to be open sets. In our work we will 

90ne can start with a topological space mr or, using the differential structure, make mr 
into a topological space later. We chose the latter since it minimizes the number of necessary 
concepts. 
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consider both the body (B and the containing space £ to be special cases of mani
folds. The descriptions of some realistic bodies require this generality, such as 
shells and liquid crystals (see Sections 1.5 and 2.2). However, the description of 
any body benefits from manifold terminology. Examples occur in the study of 
covariance and relativistic elasticity. 

An important mathematical discovery made around the turn of the century 
was that one could define the tangent space to a manifold without using a 
containing space, as one might naively expect. Unfortunately, the abstraction 
necessary to do this causes confusion to those trying to learn the subject. To help 
guide the reader, we list three possible approaches: 

(a) Derivations. The idea here is that in order to specify a vector tangent 
to ;m, we can give a rule defining the derivatives of all real-valued 
functions in that direction; such directional derivatives are derivations 
(see Bishop and Goldberg [1968], pp. 47-48). 

(b) Curves. We intuitively think of tangent vectors as velocities of curves; 
therefore, vectors can be specified as equivalence classes of curves, two 
curves being equivalent if they have the same tangent vector in some, 
and hence in every, chart (see Abraham and Marsden [1978], p. 43). 

(c) Local transformation properties. We can use the transformation rules 
for vectors found in Section 1.1 to define a local vector in a coordinate 
chart as a vector in IR" and then use the coordinate transformation rules 
to define an equivalence relation on pairs of charts and local vectors. 
Each equivalence class obtained is a tangent vector to ;m (see Lang 
[1972], pp. 26, 47). 

For;m open in IR", the tangent space is easy to define directly: 

2.2 Definition Let;m c IR" be an open set and let P EO ;m. The tangent 
space to ;m at P is simply the vector space IR" regarded as vectors emanating from 
P; this tangent space is denoted Tp;m. The tangent bundle of;m is the product 
T;m = ;m x IR" consisting of pairs (P, w) of base points P and tangent vectors 
at P. The map TC (or TCm if there is danger of confusion) from r;m to ;m mapping 
a tangent vector (P, w) to its base point P is called the projection. We may write 
Tp;m = {P} x IR" as a set in order to keep the different tangent spaces distin
guished, or denote tangent vectors by Wp = (P, w) to indicate the base point P 
which is meant. 

The idea of the tangent bundle, then, is to think of a tangent vector as being 
a vector equipped with a base point to which it is attached (see Figure 1.2.1). 

Once the tangent bundle of a manifold is defined, one makes it into a mani
fold by introducing the coordinates of vectors as in Section 1.1. For the special 
case in which ;m = (B is an open set in IR" this is easy. For the rest of this section 
we confine ourselves to this case and we use notation adapted to it; that is, 
points in (B are denoted X and coordinate systems are written {XA}. However, 
the reader should be prepared to apply the ideas to general manifolds after 
finishing the section. 



:m. an open set in lR3 :m. a surface 

Figure 1.2.1 

2.3 Definition Let eB c fRn be open and TeB = eB X fRn be its tangent bundle. 
Let [XA} be a coordinate system on eB. The corresponding coordinate system 
induced on TeB is defined by mapping Wx = (X, W) to (XA(X), WA), where 
X E eB and WA = (axA/azl) W~ are the components of W in the coordinate 
system [XA}, as explained in Section 1.1. 

For eB c fR3 open, TeB is a six-dimensional manifold. In general if eB is an 
n-manifold, TeB is a 2n-manifold. 

In Euclidean space we know what is meant by a C' map. A mapping of 
manifolds is Cr if it is Cr when expressed in local coordinates. 

2.4 Proposition (a) Let eB c IRn be open and let f: eB ~ IR be a Cl function. 
Let Wx = (X, W) E T xeB. Let WAf] denote the derivative off at X in the direc
tion Wx-that is, WAf] = Df(X). w. If [XA} is any coordinate system on eB, 
then Wx[f] = (af/aXA)WA, where it is understood that aj/axA is evaluated at X. 

(b) If c(t) is a Cl curve in eB, c(O) = X, and Wx = (X, W) = (X, C/(O» is the 
tangent to c(t) at t = 0, then, in any coordinate system [XA}, 

where cA(t) = XA(C(t». 

Proof 

( ) D"(X) W af Wl afax
A 

Wl af WA 
a J • = aZ1 z = aXA aZ1 Z = aXA . 

- (b) ~ cA(t) = ~~; W~ = WA (evaluated at c(t». I 

Following standard practice, we let C/(O) stand both for (X, C/(O» and C'(O) E 

IRn; there is normally no danger of confusion. 
The above proposition gives a correspondence between the "transformation 

of coordinate" definition and the other methods of defining the tangent space. 
Observe that the mappingf~ Wx[f] is a derivation; that is, it satisfies 

Wx[f + g] = Wx[f] + Wx[g] (sum rule) 
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and 
WAfg] = fWAg) + gWAf] (product rule). 

In a coordinate system {X A} the basis vectors EA = (aZ1jaXA)Ij (see Section 
1.1) are sometimes written ajaXA, since for any function/, EA[f] = afjaXA, by 
(a) in 2.4 (i.e., the coordinates of EA in the coordinate system {XB} are o~). 

2.5 Definition Let CB be open in [Rn and let S = [Rn. If ¢: CB -----> S is Cl, the 
tangent map of ¢ is defined as follows: 

T¢: TCB -----> TS, where T¢(X, W) = (¢(X), D¢(X). W). 

For X E CB, we let Tx¢ denote the restriction of T¢ to TxCB, so Tx¢ becomes the 
linear map D¢(X) when base points are dropped. 

We notice that the following diagram commutes (see Figure 1.2.2): 

T¢ 

Figure 1.2.2 

The vector, T¢. Wx is called the push-forward of Wx by ¢ and is sometimes 
denoted 4>* Wx ' (This use of the word "push-forward" is not to be confused with 
its use for vector fields defined in 2.9 below.) The next proposition is the essence 
of the fact that T¢ makes intrinsic sense on manifolds. 

2.6 Proposition (a) If c(t) is a curve in CB and Wx = C/(O), then 

T¢. Wx = ; ¢(c(t)) Lo 
(the base points X of Wx and ¢(X) ofT¢. W x being understood). 

(b) If{XA} is a coordinate chart on CB and {x"} is one on S, then,Jor WE TxCB, 

(T¢· Wx )" = ;t: WA 

that is, in coordinate charts the matrix ofT x¢ is the Jacobian matrix of ¢ evaluated 
at X.IO 

IOSometimes a¢"jaX A is written ax"lax A, but this can cause confusion. 
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Proof 

(a) By the chain rule, ~CP(c(t»I.=o = Dcp(X)·c'(O). 

(b) Dcp(X)· W = %~~ W~:ii (representation in the standard basis) 

acp' az i 
I' • = aZI ax' W zli (cham rule) 

_ acp' (aXA I )(aZ
I 
.) - aXA aZI W z ax.'l (chain rule) 

_ acpa A 
- aXA W ea· I 

Later we shall examine the sense in which Tcp is a tensor. For now we note 
the following transformation rule: 

aifi· aXB acpb axa 
aXA = aXA aXB axb' 

The chain rule can be expressed in terms of tangents as follows: 

2.7 Proposition Let cp: ffi -> Sand 1fI: S -> 'U be C' maps of manifolds 
(r > 1). Then lfIoCP is a C' map and T(lfIoCP) = TlfloTcp. 

Proof Each side evaluated on (X, W) gives (1fI( cp( X», DIfI( cp(X». (Dcp( X). W» 
by the chain rule. I 

This "T" formulation keeps track of the base points automatically. The 
reader should draw the commutative diagram that goes with this as an exercise. 

Next we formulate vector fields and the spatial and material velocities in 
manifold language. 

2.8 Definitions If Q is a manifold (e.g., either ffi or S), a vector field on Q is 
a mapping v: Q -> TQ such that v(q) E TqQ for all q E Q. 

If ffi and S are manifolds and cp: ffi -> S is a mapping, a vector field covering 
cp is a mapping V: ffi -> TS such that VeX) E T",(x)S for all X E ffi. 

These diagrams commute (where i: Q -> Q is the identity map): 

and we have the corresponding pictures shown in Figure 1.2.3. 
A vector field covering the identity mapping is just a vector field. Also, if V 

is a vector field covering an invertible map cp, then v = Vocp-l is a vector field on 
Q = cp(ffi). 



Figure 1.2.3 

2.9 Definitions If Y is a vector field on <B and ¢: <B -- S is a Cl mapping, 
then V = T¢o Y, a vector field covering ¢, is called the tilt of Y by ¢. 

If ¢ is regular, then ¢* Y = T¢o Yo¢-l, a vector field on ¢(CJ3) is called the 
push-forward of Y by ¢. 

If v is a vector field on ¢(CJ3) and ¢ is regular (i.e., ¢(CJ3) is open in Sand 
¢: CJ3 -> ¢(CJ3) has a C1 inverse), ¢*v = T(¢-l)ovo¢, a vector field on CJ3 is called 
the pull-back of v by ¢. 

If V is a vector field covering ¢, we say that Vo¢-l (a vector field on ¢(CJ3» is 
V expressed in the spatial picture and T¢-l 0 V (a vector field on CJ3) is V expressed 
in the convected picture. 

The diagram relevant to these concepts is as follows: 

y 

or 
¢ *v 

T¢ 

From 2.6(b) we have the coordinate description of these objects. For example, 
for the tilt, 

(T¢o y(x»a = ;;:(X). yA(X), 

and for the push-forward, 

(¢*y(x»a = ;t(X)' yA(X), where x = ¢(X). 

40 
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2.10 Definition II Let rf>t be a regular motion of (B in ~ and let Vt and v, be 
the material and spatial velocities defined in Section 1.1. We call rf>tv, = Vt the 
convective velocity; it is a vector field on (B for each t. 

The physical meaning of the convective velocity is explained by the use of 
"convected coordinates" as follows. 

2.11 Proposition Let rf>, be a regular motion of (B in ~, and Vt, VI> and vt the 
material, spatial, and convective velocities, respectively. Suppose {XA} is a coor
dinate system on <B and {xa} is one on S. Let XA be the coordinate system on rf>t(<B) 
defined by X~ = XAorf>;I. Then the components of Vt with respect to XA equal 
those of Vt (or Vt) with respect to X~ (evaluated at the appropriate points). 

Proof Let V: be the components of V with respect to X~ and VA those of v 
with respect to XA. Thus 

v = vAEA' V = V:SA 
where EA = (aZ1jaxA)iI and SA = (az1jaxA)i/. By definition, VeX, t) = Trf>. vex, t), 
so from 2.6(b), V = (arf>~jaXA)vAsB. However, rf>~(X, t) = (XBorf>;I)(rf>,(X» = 
XB(X), so aif>~/axA = t5BA, and V = VASA as required. I 

Problem 2.1 Prove that SA = Trf>·EA. From this, obtain an alternative 
proof of 2.11. 

Problem 2.2 Define the convective acceleration ct by ctt = pta where a 
is the spatial acceleration. 

(a) Show that the components of ct, with respect to fXA} equal those 
of A, with respect to fXA}. 

(b) Find the relationship between the convected acceleration and the 
convected velocity in components. 

The coordinates XA may be thought of as being convected by the motion, or 
being scribed on <B and carried with it as it moves. See Figure 1.2.4. A dual 
procedure may also be constructed; that is, one could convect the coordinates 
{xa} on rf>,(<S3) back to <S3 by composition with rf>t. 

The operations of pull-back and push-forward may be performed on tensor 
fields on a general manifold (J. We pause here briefly to consider the situation 
for one-forms-that is, for "covariant" vectors as opposed to "contravariant" 
vectors. 

2.12 Definitions Let (J be an n-manifold and q EO (J. A one-form at q is a 
linear mapping ctq : Tq (J -> IR; the vector space of one-forms at q is denoted 
T:(J. The cotangent bundle of (J is the disjoint union of the sets T:(J (made into 

II In the general case in which CB and g have different dimensions, v, need not be tangent to 
r/llCB), but only to g. Thus r/ltVt will not make sense, even if r/lt is regular. See Section 1.5 for 
details. Here there is no trouble since we are in the special case CB open in IRn and g = IRn. 



Figure 1.2.4 

a manifold, as was the tangent bundle). A one-form on {l is a map (I: {l -> T*fJ 
such that (lq = (I(q) E T:fJ for all q E {l. 

If {Xi} are coordinates on fJ, we saw that they induce coordinates on TfJ; if 
{l c IRn is open, T~ = ~ x IRn and (q, v) is mapped to (xi(q), Vi), where v = ViejO 
For T*~ = ({l X IRn*), we map (q, ex) to (Xi(q), (1.), where (I = ('j"ei , eJ being the 
basis dual to e,; that is, ei(ei ) = JJi • 

2.13 Definition Let f: {l -> IR be Cl so that Tf: T~ -> TIR = IR x IR. The 
second factor (the "vector part") is called dj, the differential off Thus df is a 
one-form l2 on {l. 

The re~der may verify the following. 

2.14 Proposition If {Xi} is a coordinate system on {l, then ei = dxi ; that is, 
dXi is the dual basis of a/a Xi ;furthermore, 

The transformation rule for one-forms is easy to work out. If ex has com
ponents ('j,i relative to {Xi} and til relative to {Xi}, then til = (axi/axl)('j,J. 

2.15 Definitions If if>: CB -> S is a mapping, a one-form over if> is a mapping 
A: CB -> T*S such that for X E CB, Ax = A(X) E Tt(x)S. 

If if> is Cl and II is a one-form on S, then if> * II-the one-form on CB defined by 
(if>*Il)x' Wx = 1l(l'(x)·(Tif>' Wx) for X E CB and Wx E TxCB-is called the pull
back of II by if>. (In contrast to vector fields, the pull-back of a one-form does not 

1200 not confuse dfwith the gradient of /, introduced later, which is a vector field on ~. 
In this book all tensor fields and tensor operations are denoted by boldface characters. Points, 
coordinates, components, mappings, and scalar fields are denoted by lightface characters. 

4? 
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use the inverse of ifJ, so does not require ifJ to be regular.) If ifJ is regular, we can 
define the push-forward of a one-form yon <B by ifJ*y = (ifJ-I)*y. 

Problem 2.3 Let nifJ: ng, -> T;<B be the dual of T xc/>. Show that 

(ifJ*Ph = nifJopoifJ-1 

The coordinate expression for pull-back follows. 

2.16 Proposition If {XA} are coordinates on <B and {xa} are coordinates on g" 
then 

(ifJ*P(X»A = :t:(X). PaCifJ(X». 

Proof 
aifJa aifJa 

(ifJ*P)x·EA = P(Jex)·TifJ·EA = P(Jex)' aXAea = aXAP(Jex)·ea 

so the result follows since p.ea = Pa I 

Using the chain rule one can easily prove the following properties of pull
back: 

2.17 Proposition (a) Let ifJ: <B -> g, be CI and f: g, -> IR be CI. Set ifJ*f = 
foifJ. Then ifJ*(df) = d(ifJ*f)· 

(b) /fiji: g, -> ~ is CI and y is a one-form on ~, then (ljIoifJ)*y = ifJ*(IjI*Y) 

In coordinates, pull-back by ifJ acts the same way as if ifJ were a coordinate 
transformation. The following shows that the rule in 2.17(a) embodies the 
coordinate expression: 

ifJ*P = ifJ*(Pa dxa) = (PaoifJ)ifJ*dxa = (PaoifJ)difJa = (PaoifJ) :t:dXB 

so 
aifJa 

(ifJ*Ph = PaoifJ aXB' 

One can think of one-forms as row vectors and vectors as column vectors in 
the sense of matrix algebra. The natural contraction p. Y defined by (p. Y)(X) 
= Px(Y(X», where P is a one-form on <B and Y a vector field, is just matrix 
multiplication (i.e. P AYA). If P = df, then p. Y is just Y[f] discussed earlier. 

Box 2.1 below makes some further connections between "classical" and 
"modern" tensor analysis, and summarizes the situation. 

Problem 2.4 Consider the motion ifJt and coordinate systems of Problem 
1.1. 

(i) Let w be a vector field on 1R3. Calculate ifJ~w. 
(ii) What if w is the spatial velocity? 

(iii) Let ~ be a one form on IR 3 • Calculate ifJ~~. 
(iv) Let Y(ZI, Z2, Z3) = (0, - Z3 , Z2). Calculate the ifJt-tilt of Y. 
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Box 2.1 Notational Relationship between Classical Tensor Analysis 
and Analysis on Manifolds 

CH. 1 

Classical Tensor Analysis Let {xa} denote a (curvilinear) coordinate 
system defined on an open subset of [Rn. Let Zl and il denote the Car
tesian coordinate functions of [Rn and the corresponding unit basis 
vectors (the standard basis of [Rn), respectively. We may view the Zl as 
functions of xa and vice-versa. The coordinate basis vectors ea (thought 
of as column vectors) corresponding to xa, are defined by ea = (azl/axa)i/ 
and are tangent to their respective coordinate curves xa. The dual 
basis ea (throught of as row vectors) is defined by the inner product 
ea·eb = Jab. If we define the metric tensor gab by 

az/ aZi 

gab = aXa axb J/ j 

and let gab denote the inverse matrix of gab (SO gacgcb = Jab), then ea = 
gabeb. (This is an easy verification; see Section 1.3 for details.) Both ea 
and ea are usually viewed as vectors although they satisfy different trans
formation laws; that is, if :xa denotes another coordinate system, then 

- axb -a a:xa b 
ea = a:Xaeb and e = axbe . 

To distinguish between the two types of vectors, the terminologies 
covariant and contravariant are applied to ea and ea, respectively. 
(Actually, ea is not a vector, but a one-form; the use of the metric is the 
source of confusion.) 

Tensor Analysis on Manifolds Let {xa} denote a coordinate system 
defined on an open set in a manifold S. The coordinate basis corre
sponding to {xa} is denoted a/axa, and the dual basis is denoted dxa. 
The terminology "vector" is reserved for a/axa and the terminology 
"one-form" (or covector) is used for dxa. The transformation rules for 
a/axa and dxa are suggested by the differential operator notations; that 
is, if :Xa denotes another coordinate system on S, then 

a axb add -a a:xa
d b 

a:xa = a:xa axb an x = axb x. 

One sees from these expressions that a/axa and dxa are the analogs 
of ea and ea, respectively. If we define ea as the dual basis in the proper 
sense (i.e., ea is a linear functional) without use of the metric, then 
ea = a/axa and ea = dxa. 

Tensor analysis on manifolds is developed without assuming the 
structure of a "background" [Rn. Thus Cartesian coordinate systems and 
standard bases are unavailable, so relations of the form ea = 
(azi/axa)il are not allowed. The notion of a vector can be defined opera
tionally via the directional derivative as follows. Let v = va(a/axa) = 
vaea denote a vector field on S. Then the directional derivative of the 
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functionf: & ---> IR in the direction v, denoted v[f], is given by v[f] = 
va(aflaxa), which is independent of the coordinate system. The analo
gous quantity for vectors in IRn is given by 

v[f] ~.!!:-. f(ZI + fVI) [ = Vi a~ = va afa. 
df <=0 az ax 

Thus the end result is the same. 
The differential of f, denoted df, can be defined by df(v) = v[fJ. 

From this, the duality relation follows immediately: dxa(ajaxb) = 

axajaxb = Oab. This is the analog of the relationship ea·eb = Oab. 
Manifolds are important in the formulation of physical theories. 

For example, in relativity space-time is modeled as a four-dimensional, 
pseudo-Riemannian manifold. There is simply no Cartesian structure 
to fall back on. In continuum mechanics, with a manifold as a basic 
notion of a body, a geometric theory of structured materials becomes a 
possibility. Even for a simple body, tensor analysis on manifolds clari
fies the basic theory. For instance, using manifold ideas we can see 
clearly how to formulate the pull-back and push-forward and hence to 
clarify the meaning of convective velocity (and many more things that 
are considered in the following sections). The metric is not required to 
talk about ea and ea. The confusion arises through unnecessary identi
fications brought about by the presence of the Cartesian structure. If 
introduced in the manifold context, we can see exactly how the metric 
is needed (see Section 1.3). 

The following table summarizes the relations and notations of classi
cal tensor analysis on IRn and tensor analysis on manifolds. 

Classical Tensor Analysis Tensor Analysis on Manifolds 
{xa} Coordinates {xa} 

azl : coodinate a 
ea = axa'i basis vectors axa = ea 

ea = gabeb dual basis dxa = ea 

ea.eb = oab duality relation dxa(a/axb) = oab 

_ ax'} r ax' a ea = a~aeb change of axa = axa axb 

-a axa b coordinates axa 
e = axbe dxa =-dxb 

axb 

v = vaea } 
coordinate {V = va(a/axa) 

va = ea.v representation va = dxa(v) 
of a vector 

at = (J,aea } 
coordinate {at = (J,adxa 

(J,a = ea·at 
representation 

(J,a = at(a/axa) 
of a one-form 

v[f] = va af directional v[f] = va af 
axa derivative axa 
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In classical tensor analysis, a vector and one-form are indistinguishable 
in the sense that we have the representations 

In tensor analysis on manifolds one avoids confusing vectors and one
forms. 

Box 2.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.2 

Tangent Map of ¢: ill --> g, 
T¢: Till --> Tg" 

T¢. Wx = T¢(X, W) = (¢(X), D¢(X)· W), (T¢· Wx)a = :t: WA 

Projection 

Trs(T¢. Wx) = ¢(X) 

Tilt of a Vector Field Y 

V= T¢oY 

Push-Forward of Vector Field Y 

¢*Y = T¢oYo¢-1 

Pull-Back of Vector Field v 

¢*v = T¢-I ovo¢ 

Pull-Back of One-Form 11 

¢*Il = (Ilo ¢). T¢ 

Push-Forward of One-Form 1 

¢*1 = (¢-1)*1 

Change of Coordinates 

Differential of a Function 

df = second component of Tf 

(¢*"Oa = (YAo¢-I) a1~~)A 

a~a _ aia a¢b aXB 

aXA - axb aXB aXA 
- axb 

Pa = aiaPb 

df= af dxa 

axa 

dxa = ea, dual basis of ea 
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Directional Derivatives 

YU] = dfoY 

Pull-Back ofa Differential 

¢*df= d(¢*f) 

Chain Rules 

T(lf/o¢) = Tlf/oT¢ 

(If/o¢)* = ¢*olf/* 

Convective Velocity 
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Y[f] = /lA P 

1.3 THE DEFORMATION GRADIENT 

The derivative of the configuration of a body is called the deformation gradient. 
This object plays a fundamental role in the subsequent theory, so we shall 
devote this section to its detailed study. Several of the notions here serve as 
motivation for the geometric considerations of Section 1.4. Reciprocally, the 
general framework of that section will help give perspective and a deeper under
standing of the results here. 

3.1 Definition Let ¢: ill ---> g be a Cl configuration of ill in g (ill and g can 
be general manifolds here). The tangent of ¢ is denoted F and is called the 
deformation gradient of ¢; thus F = T¢. For X E ill, we let Fx or F(X) denote 
the restriction of F to T xill. Thus F(X): T xill ---> T¢(x)g is a linear transforma
tion for each X E ill. 

In Proposition 2.6 we worked out the coordinate description of F. We recall 
this for reference. 

3.2 Proposition Let {XA} and {xa} denote coordinate systems on ill and g, 
respectively. Then the matrix of F(X) with respect to the coordinate bases EiX) 
and ea(x) [where x = ¢(X)] is given by 

a a¢a 
FiX) = aXA(X), 

Ifwe have a motion ¢(X, t), we shall write the components of the deformation 
gradient for each t as Fa A( X, t), or merely as Fa A if we are suppressing the argu-
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ments. The deformation gradient F is an important example of a two-point 
tensor. These objects will be discussed in general in Section 1.4. Notice that the 
coordinate expression for Fa A does not involve any covariant derivatives. This is 
because ifJ is not a vector, but rather is a point mapping of CB to S. (Sometimes 
x = ifJ(X) is represented by an "arrow," but this can be a source of confusion.) 

For the remainder of this section we will assume S = [R" and CB c [R" is a 
simple body. (After the reader has digested Section 1.4, CB and S may be replaced 
by Riemannian manifolds.) 

3.3 Notation We let <,)x denote the standard inner product in [R" for 
vectors based at XES and similarly let <,)x be the standard inner product in 
[R" at X E CB. For a vector v E Tx S we let II v II" = <v, V)~/2 be the length of v. 
Similarly the length of W E TxCB is denoted II Wllx. (If there is no danger of 
confusion, the subscripts may be dropped.) 

Let A: TxCB --> TxS be a linear transformation. Then the transpose, or adjoint 
of A, written AT, is the linear transformation 

such that <A W, v)x = <W, ATv)x 

for aU WE TxCB and v E TxS. If B: TxS --> TxS is a linear transformation, it is 
called symmetric if B = BT. 

In a coordinate system {x·} on S, let the metric tensor g.b be defined by 
gab(X) = <e., eb)x and similarly define GAiX) on CB by GAiX) = <EA, EB)x. 
We let g.b and GAB denote the inverse matrices of g.b and GAB; these exist since 
gab and GAB are nonsingular. 

In Euclidean space, ea = (azljaxa)t so we have the expression 

azl az' 
g.b = ax. uxb Olj. 

Similarly, 

3.4 Proposition 

(i) For v, HI E TxS and a coordinate system {x·}, we have 

I <v, HI)x = gabVa~b·1 
(ii) If {x·} and {XA} are coordinate systems on Sand CB, respectively, and 

ifJ: CB --> S is a CI configuration of CB, then the matrix of FT is given by 

where x = ifJ( X). 
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Proof 

(i) This follows from the definition of gab and the expressions v = vaea and 
w = wbeb: 

(v, w)x = (vaea, wbeb) = vawb(ea, eb) = vawbgab· 

(ii) By definition, 

(FTW, W)x = (FW, w)x; that is, (FT)BbWbWAGAB = PAWAwbgab 

for all WET xffi and wETS" where FT and F have their arguments 
suppressed. Since Wand ware arbitrary, (FT)BbGAB = PAgab • Multi
plying by GAC and using GABGAC = {PB gives the result. (In order for the 
map FT: T(rp(ffi» -----> Tffi to be well defined, rp must be regular.) I 

Problem 3.1 Define F*(x): T~~ -----> T1ffi by (F*(x)·P)(W) = P(F(x). W) 
for PET! ~ and WET xffi. Show that the matrix representative of F* 
with respect to the dual bases ea and EA is the transpose of P A, i.e. dropping 
x, F*(ea ) = FaAEA. 

3.5 Definition The (Green) deformation tensor (also called the right Cauchy
Green tensor) C is defined by: 

C(X) = F(XYF(X) I 
Or, for short, C = FT F. 

If C is invertible, we let B = C-l, called the Piola deformation tensor. 

The following proposition gives some of the basic properties of C. 

3.6 Proposition Let rp be a CI configuration of ffi in Sand C the deformation 
tensor. 

(i) If {xa} and {X A} are coordinate systems on Sand ffi, respectively, then 

CA - (FT)A Fa _ GAC arpb arpa 
B - a B - gab axC aXB' 

(ii) C is symmetric and positive-semidefinite; that is, (CW, W)x > 0, and 
if each F x is one-to-one, then C is invertible and positive-definite; that is, 
(CW, W) > ° if W =1= O. (Note that F is one-to-one if rp is regular.) 

Proof 

(i) follows from the definition of C and 3.4(ii). 
(ii) Let WI' W2 E Txffi. Then (CWj, W2 )x = (FTFWI> W2 )x = 

(FW1 , FW2 )x = (WI' FTFW2 )x = (WI' CW2 )x, so C is symmetric. 
Clearly, (CW, W)x = (FW, FW)x > 0, so C is positive-semidefinite. 
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If F is one-to-one and if < CW, W) = <FW, FW) is zero, then FW 
= 0 and hence W = O. In particular, C is one-to-one and hence is 
invertible. I 

Symmetry of C means that CAB = C BA, where CAB = G ACCC B' We call CAB the 
associated components of C. We pause briefly to consider this notion. 

3.7 Definition Let at be a one form on S, with components lXa in a coordinate 
system {xa}; that is, at = lXaea. The associated vector field at l is defined to have 
components lXa = gablXb; that is, at l = lXaea = gablXbea. 

If v is a vector field, the associated one-form v~ is defined by v~ = vaea, where 
Va = gabvb. If 0' is a tensor with components (Tab, then the tensors with com
ponents (T/ = (TacgCb, (Tab = (Tcbgca, and (Tab = (Tcdgcagdb , are called associated 
tensors. In general, a rank N tensor t has 2N associated tensors defined in a 
similar way. If we write t~, we mean the tensor associated to t that has all its 
indices lowered. Similarly, tl means t with all its indices raised. 

We wish to emphasize that associated tensors are different objects. Speci
fically, vaea and vaea are not equal. These tensors are related via the metric tensor, 
but they are not the same tensor. This point can become confused because of an 
over-reliance on the Cartesian structure. The situation will be clarified in the 
next section. Another thing Section 1.4 will clarify is the very definition of C 
itself. We shall, in fact, see that C~ = ifJ*g, the pull-back of the metric g on S to 
CB. In a similar way, we can push the metric G on CB forward to S. This leads to 
a new tensor b = c- 1 with c~ = ifJ*G. The explicit definition follows. 

3.8 Definition Let ifJ be a regular Cl configuration of CB in S. Then the 
Finger deformation tensor (also called the left Cauchy-Green tensor) is defined 
on ifJ(CB) by 

b(x) = F(X)(F(X)Y: TxifJ(CB) -+ Tx¢J(CB) 

[where X = ifJ- 1(x)], or b = FFT for short. Also, define c = b- 1• 

Note that C is defined whether or not ifJ is regular, but c and b require ifJ- 1 

to exist to be defined. As in 3.6, one can prove the following. 

3.9 Proposition If ifJ is Cl and regular, then 

(.) ba - GAB aifJa aifJc and 
1 b - gbc aXA aXB 

(ii) b is symmetric and positive-definite. 

Now we shall use a result from linear algebra. 

3.10 Lemma Let 'D be a finite-dimensional inner product space and let A: 
'D -+ 'D be a symmetric positive-definite linear transformation; that is, AT = A 
and <Av, v) > 0 if v EO 'D (v =F 0). Then there exists a unique symmetric positive
definite linear transformation B: 'D -+ 'D such that B2 = A. 
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Let us recall the proof of existence (The summation convention is temporarily 
suspended): There is an orthonormal basis "'I' ... , "'n of eigenvectors for A. 
Let AI"'" An be the corresponding eigenvalues. Then A"'i = Ai"'i, so 
<A'I'i' "'I) = AI II "'I W > 0 and hence AI > O. Define B by B"'I = ~ Ai "'i' 
Thus BZ"'I agrees with A"'I> so BZ = A. This shows B exists. Note that the 
eigenvalues of B are the square roots of those of A. 

3.11 Definition Let if> be regular and let C and h be defined as above. Let V 
and V denote the unique symmetric, positive-definite square roots of C and h, 
respectively. We call Vand V the right and le}i stretch tensors, respectively. [For 
each XES, Vex): TxS ---> TxS and for each X E CB, VeX): TxCB -> TxCB.] 
The eigenvalues of V are called the principal stretches. 

Warning. Note that V also denotes the material velocity. However the 
meaning will be clear from the context. 

3.12 Proposition Let if> be regular. For each X E CB there exists an orthogonal 
transformation R(X): TxCB ---> TxS [i.e., R(XYR(X) = [ (the identity on TxCB) 
and R(X)R(XY = i (the identity on TxS)] such that 

F = RV [that is, F(X) = R(X)oV(X)] 

and F = VR [that is, F(X) = V(x)oR(X)]. 

Moreover, each of these decompositions is unique: ifF = iO, where ii is orthogon
al and -0 is symmetric positive-definite, then ii = Rand 0 = V. We call R the 
rotation matrix and refer to F = RV and F = VR as the right and left polar 
decompositions, respectively. 

Proof Define R(X) = F(X)V(X)-I. Then RTR = V-IFTFV-I = V-ICV-I 
= V-IVZV-I = [since C = VZ by definition of V, and since (V-IY = V-I as 
V is symmetric positive-definite. Also, RRT = R(RT R)RT = (RRT)2, so RRT = [, 
since RRT is nonsingular. Thus the right polar decomposition is established. To 
establish its uniqueness, let F = ilO = RV. Then FTF = OT RT iio = Oz and 
FTF = VZ. Since symmetric positive square roots are unique, 0 = V. Hence 
R=R. 

Let F = V R be the left polar decomposition, established in the same manner 
as the right polar decomposition. We prove R = R. Indeed, F = VR = (RRT) 
vi = liCiiT vii). This has the form of the right decomposition, so by unique
ness, R = R and V = RTVR. I 

From this proof we see that V and V are similar, and thus have the same 
eigenvalues. Therefore, the principal stretches can be defined in terms of either 
~FTF or ~FFT. The following commutative diagram summarizes the situation. 
Notice that, in general it does not make sense to ask that V = V since they map 
on different spaces. In particular, V and R do not commute. (However, if A is 
a symmetric transformation of an inner product space to itself, the components 
of its polar decomposition do commute and the left and right decompositions 
coincide.) 



Notice that U and V operate within each fixed tangent space; that is, U(X): 
TxCB -+ TxCB and V(x): Txfj) -+ TS). On the other hand, R maps TxCB to T"S; 
that is, it shifts the base point as well as rotating. 

3.13 Algorithm for Computing the Polar Decomposition Let X, x be fixed, 
and let F be given. To compute Rand U, let C = FTF, and let 'III, ... , 'lin be 
orthonormal eigenvectors of C with eigenvalues AI' ... , An' Let 

[

AI 0] 
A = '. and 'I' = ('III, ... , 'lin) 

o A. 

so that A = 'I'TC'I'. Let U = 'I' A 1/2'1'T, where 

[

,.j AI 0 ] 

AI/2 = 0 '. ,.j An (,.j AI> ... , ,.j A. are the principal stretches), 

and set R = FU-I.' Use a similar procedure for the left decomposition or let 
V = RURT. An explicit formula for U, R in the two-dimensional case is worked 
out in 3.15. 

Observe that b = V2 = (RURT)(RURT) = RU2RT = RCRT. Thus the Finger 
deformation tensor b and the deformation tensor C are conjugate under the 
rotation matrix. 

3.14 An Example of the Polar Decomposition 13 Let CB be the unit circular 
cylinder contained in 1R3 and let {Zl} and {ZI} denote coincident Cartesian coor
dinate systems for IR 3 • Then CB can be written as 

CB = {XI [ZI(X)]2 + [Z2(X)]2 < I}. 

Consider the configuration ~ : CB -+ IR 3 defined explicitly by 

13The data for this example come from Jaunzemis [1967], pp. 78-79. 

52 
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This configuration may be described as biaxial stretching the in z I, z2-plane. The 
boundary of <B, given by a<B = {XI [ZI(X»)2 + [Z2(X»)2 = I}, is deformed 
under ifJ into an ellipse: aifJ(<B) = {x I [ZI(X)]2 + ZI(X)Z2(X) + [Z2(X)]2 = 3}. In 
the coordinate system {il} defined by £1 = ft (Zl + Z2), £2 = ft (Z2 - Zl), 
and i 3 = Z3, the boundary of ifJ(63) can be represented by the equation 
[i l(x)]2/6 + [i2(x)]2/2 = 1. Thus the coordinate axes £1 and i2, which are 
rotated 45° counterclockwise with respect to Zl and Z2, coincide with the major 
and minor axes of the ellipse. 

The matrices pertient to the polar decomposition are listed below. 

F~[r ~ f] 
C~[~ ~ f] 
A ~ [~ ~ ~] 

[ 

1/2 Jj/2 O~] 
'I' = ,Jr/2 -1/2 

o 0 

[

3 +,Jr 
U __ 1_ 3- IT 

- 2ft -v .J 

o 

3-,Jr 

1 + 3,Jr 

o 

[

1 + 3Jj ,Jr - 3 

U-I = 4Jo ,Jr - 3 3 + Jj 
o 0 

[

,Jr + 1 ,Jr - 1 

R = 2J-z- 1 -,Jr ,Jr + 1 
o 0 

21] 
41] 
21] 

[

,Jr+l ,Jr-l 

v=Jz ,JrO-l ,JrO+l 3zl 
The physical interpretation of these results follows (see Fig. 1.3.1). 

Right decomposition U maps the unit disk in the ZI, Z2-plane into an ellipse 
with major and minor axes rotated 60° counterclockwise with respect to the ZI 



(a) (b) 

Figure 1.3.1 (a) Right decomposition of F: pure deformation 
(dashed curve) followed by a clockwise rotation through 15°. (b) Left 
decomposition of F: clockwise rotation of the circle through 15°, 
followed by the pure deformation V. 

and Z2 axes, respectively. R then rigidly rotates the elliptic cylinder 15° clockwise 
about the Z3-axis into its final position. 

Left decomposition R maps the unit disk rigidly into itself. Then V maps the 
unit disk into an ellipse with major and minor axes coinciding with the £1 and 
i2 axes, respectively. 

Note that U leaves three orthogonal directions unrotated (the directions are 
defined by its eigenvectors). Similarly, V leaves three coordinate directions 
unrotated (these are given by its eigenvectors, which coincide with the axes of 
the coordinate system {ZiD. The principal stretches-that is, 1, Vb and ..j2 -
which are the eigenvalues of U (or V) determine the "size" of the deformation. 
For example, the major axis of the deformed ellipse is -JO and minor axis is 
,J2. 

Problem 3.2 Find the polar decompositions of 

F= [~ ~l 
Employ the substitution K = 2 tan at and check that 

U = [C~S IX sin at ] 
sm at (l + sin2 at)jcos at 

&4 
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3.15 Proposition In the two-dimensional case, let 

I = [~ ~J 
Ie = trace C, and lIe = det C. 

Then U= 1 (C- III I) and R=FU-l. 
"J(Ie + 2"JIId "" ue 

Proof By the Cayley-Hamilton theorem from linear algebra, 

U2 - Iu U + IJuI= O. 

But C = U2, and det C = (det U)2, so C - IuU + "JllcI = O. Taking the trace 
gives Ie - (lu)2 + 2"JIIe = 0, so lu = "Jle + 2"JIIe. Solving C - IuU + 
"JIIeI = 0 for U and substituting for lu gives the result. I 

The reader might wish to re-work Problem 3.2 using 3.15. 

Problem 3.3 The Cayley-Hamilton theorem for 3 x 3 matrices U states 
that 

- U3 + luU2 - IIuU + IIIuI = 0 

where lu = tr U, IIu = det U(tr U-I), and IIIu = det U 

are the principal invariants of U. Use this to work out an explicit formula 
for U in terms of C and its principal invariants. 

Next we study how the deformation tensor and the stretch tensors measure 
changes in lengths and angles. Recall that if (J: [a, b] --> <B is a C1 (or piecewise 
CI) curve, its length is given by 

1«(J) = s: II (J'(A) II d.t 

3.16 Proposition Let (J be a Cl curve in <B and let cf> he a Cl configuration of 
<B in S. Let a = cf>o(J he the image of a under cf>. Then the length of a depends only 
on (J and on the stretch tensor U. 

Proof From the chain rule a'(A) = Tcf>«(J(A»a'(A) = Fu(.t)(J'(A). Hence 

Thus 

II a'(A) II = (FuW(J'(A), FuWa'(A»I/2 

= (a'(A), F~(.t)Fu(.t)(J'(A»1/2 

= «(J'(A), Cuwa'(A»1/2 

= (a'(A), U;(.t)(J'(A»1/2 = II Uuw(J'(A) II. 

lea) = s: II U(f(.t)(J'(A) II dk I 

We call a the deformation of (J under cf> (see Figure 1.3.2). 



O"(A) 

a 

lR 
f 

a 

Figure 1.3.2 

Recall that the angle (J between two vectors VI> V2 E Tx£ is given by cos (J = 
<v"v2>/llv,II'lIv2 11, and that the angle between two C' curves is the angle 
between their tangent vectors at a point of intersection. 

3.17 Proposition Let 0", and 0"2 be two C' curves in <B that intersect at 
X E <B [i.e., O",(A,) = 0"20'2) = Xl. Then the angle between the deformed curves 
fi, and fi2 depends only upon 0"" 0"2, and UX' 

Proof As in 3.16, fi;(A) = F .. ,{.I)O";(A) and II fi;O·) II = II U .. ,{.I)O";(A) II. Now 

<fi~0.,),.fi~(A2»x = <Fxo"~(AI)' FXO"~0'2»x 
= <RxUXO"~(A,,), RxUxo"~(A2»x = <U;'o"~(AI)' UXo"~(A2»X' 

The angle (J between fi~O.,) and fi~(..t2) is thus 

cos (J _ <UxO"~(..t,), UXO"~(..t2»X I 
- II UxO"~(..t,)llx·1I UxO"~(..t2)llx 

Thus U (or C) measures the distortion, as manifested by changes in lengths 
and angles, due to the configuration q,. Note that R, being orthogonal, has no 
effect on lengths or angles. 

Previously we defined the mappings C: T<B -> T<B and h: T£ -> T£. In the 
ensuing developments we deal with the associated mappings C·: T<B -> T*<B 
and h': T£ -+ T*£ which are obtained by lowering the first index of C and h, 
respectively. The components of C and hare 

CAB = GACgabFbcFaB and bab = GABgbcFaAFcB 

and the components of C, and h' are given by 

CAB = GADCDB and bab = gacbcb' 

(In the next section we provide an abstract treatment of raising and lowering 
indices.) 

3.18 Definition The material (or Lagrangian) strain tensor E: T<B -> T<B is 
defined by 2E = C - I. The associated tensor E' is given by 2E' = C, - P. 

liS 
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In components, 2EAB = CAB -.OAB and 2EAB = CAB - GAB' Thus E = 0 is 
equivalent to C = I, which implies that points in (B experience no relative 
motion under if>. The reason for the factor "2" in the definition of E will be 
evident when we consider the linearized theory. 

3.19 Definition Let if> be regular. The spatial (or Eulerian) strain tensor e: 
Tg - Tg is defined by 2e = i - c, where c = h- 1 : Tg - Tg. 

The associated mapping and component forms of e are given by 

2e' =;' - c', 

As we shall see in Section 1.4, the various tensors defined here can be 
redefined in terms of pull-backs and push-forwards: 

C' = if>*(g) 

B' = if>*(gl) 

E' = if>*(e') 

c' = if>*(G) 

h' = if>*(G') 

e' = if>*(E'). 

The component forms of these definitions (with x = if>(X), as usual) are: 

CAB(X) = g"lX)F"A(X)FbiX) cab(x) = GAB(X)(F(X)-l)AiF(X)-l)Bb 

BAB(X) = g"b(x)(F(X)-l)AiF(Xtl)Bb 

EAB(X) = e"b(x)F"A(X)FbB(X) 

The following conditions are equivalent: 

C=I 
B=I 
E=O 

Box 3.1 Shifters and Displacements 

bab(x) = GAB(X)F"iX)FbiX) 

e"b(x) = EAB(X)(F(X)-l)Aa(F(X)-l)Bb' 

c=i 

h =i 

e= O. 

In the special case of Euclidean space, there are some additional con
cepts that are sometimes useful. 

3.20 Definition Let (B c g = IR" be a simple body and let if> be a 
CI configuration. The map 

S: T(B- Tg" SeX, W) = (if>(X), W) 

is called the shifter. If if>t is a motion, we write S,(X, W) = (if>,(X), W), 
and let Sx be the restriction of S to Tx(B so that Sx: Tx(B - Txg. 

Notice that S parallel transports vectors emanating from X to vec
tors emanating from if>(X). See Figure 1.3.3. 
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Figure 1.3.3 

On general Riemannian manifolds, the notion of shifter still makes 
sense if a motion is under consideration: S,(Wx) parallel translates 
Wx along the curve CP,(X). However, shifters have been used primarily 
in the IRn context. 14 

3.21 Proposition 

(i) Let {X"} and {XA} be coordinate charts on Sand <B, respectively. 
Then the components of S are given by 

axa aZI . 
S"A(X) = azi (x) aXA(X) JII 

(ii) S is orthogonal: ST = S-I. 

Proof 

(i) Since sex, W) = (cp(X), W), Sx as a linear transformation is 
"the identity": saAWA = Wa. But WA = (aXAjaZI)WI and 
W" = (axa/azi) Wi. Substituting these gives the result. 

(ii) follows from <SXW1' SxWz)x = <WI> Wz)x I 

Recall that the rotation tensor R rotates as well as moves base points. 
Using the shifter we can break up R into two parts by defining Rl = 
RS-l and Rz = S-IR. Thus we have R =.R1S (shift and then rotate), 
and R = SRz (rotate and then shift). In general, Rl * Rz. The diagram 
that goes with this follows. 

14For instance, in shell theory S = IR 3, <B is a surface, and shifters are defined as above by 
ordinary parallel translation in IR 3 • 
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Sx 
TxCB ------------.......... TxS 

uxt IR lex) 

F(X) 
TxCB ------------.......... Tx S 

R'(X)I tv, 
TxCB------------........ 

Sx 

3.22 Definition Let q,: <B -> S = [Rn be a Cl configuration of <B. 
We consider [Rn a vector space; thus it makes sense to write q,(X) - X. 
The vector field on <B, defined by U(X) = (X, q,(X) - X), is called the 
displacement. See Figure 1.3.4. 

{Zl} 

X~ U(X) 

r/J(X) = x 

Figure 1.3.4 

In the general case in which S is not a linear space, the displacement 
is not defined. It may be used only when the Cartesian structure of the 
ambient space is available. 

Warning: Transforming U as a vector to new coordinates is not 
compatible with transforming ¢(X) and X as points to the new compo
nents (Le., the equation U = x - X is not a tensorial equation). 

3.23 Proposition Let [Zl} and [Zi} denote collinear Cartesian coor
dinate systems for [Rn, and assume that the origins of these frames are 
connected by a vector Y = Y1!1' Then UI(X) = yl - ZI(X) + Ol/q,/(X). 
See Figure 1.3.5. 

Proof If x E [Rn, then ZI(X) = yl + OIIZi(X), by definition of the 
coordinates. Let the vector components of Ube denoted UI ; then UI(X) 
= q/(X) - ZI(X). Combining these results yields the assertion. I 
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Z3 

x 

f/>(X) =x 

Zl 

Figure 1.3.5 

3.24 Proposition The deformation gradient is given by F = 
S(I + DU). (Here DU is the covariant derivative of U; in component 
form, UA1B.) 

Proof We work first in Cartesian coordinates. Employing the result 
of 3.23, we find that 

P J = 61
/ (61

J + ~~~). 
Using 3.21(i) and transforming to the coordinate systems {XA} and {xa} 
yields £aB = sai6A

B + UA1B). I 

3.25 Corollary C = 1+ DU + (DUY + (DUY DU 
and 2E = DU + (DUY + (DUY DU. 

If ifJ is regular, then a "dual displacement" to U can be defined by 
u = SUoifJ-l. See Figure 1.3.6. Analogous to the previous develop
ment, the following formulas are easily established: 

x 

F-I = S-I(i - Du), (Du)ab = Ua'b 

C = i - Du - (DuY + (DuY(Du) 

2e = Du + (DuY - (DuY(Du). 

Figure 1.3.6 
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Problem 3.4 Show that e· = S·AEA and e. = S/EA, where 
SaA = g.bSbBGAB. 

Problem 3.5 Show that the (unique) solution of the equations 
a¢>,/at = v,orjJ, and Dv,jDt = 0 with tPo = J, VO = V is tP, = 
J + t V, v, = S,( V). Give an explicit example on IR to show that 
¢>, can fail to be regular in a finite time. 

Problem 3.6 Given a motion tP, and WE Txffi, show that 
(a/at)SlW) = -Vv,S,(W). 

Suppose that a motion tP, is under consideration. We want to calculate the 
rate of change of the various deformation tensors. 

3.26 Definition Let <p, be a Cl motion of ffi in S, and let C be the defor
mation tensor. The material (or Lagrangian) rate of deformation tensor D is 
defined by 

a 
2D(X, t) = at C(X, t). 

Note that C(X, t); Txffi ---+ Txffi for each t, so it makes sense to differentiate 
C(X, t) in t to obtain another linear transformation. The reason for the factor 
"2" will become clear when we study the linearized theory; see Chapter 4. 

To compute D in coordinates, we introduce the covariant derivative of V. 
(It will be considered abstractly in terms of covariant differentiation of two
point tensors in Section 1.4.) 

3.27 Definition The covariant derivative of the material velocity is defined 
in coordinates {x·} and {XA} on Sand ffi, respectively, by 

V• avo + a Vbpd 
IB = aXB 'Ybd B 

or, putting in the arguments, 

Val iX, t) = ~i;(X, t) + y~aCtP(X, t»Vb(X, t)PdB(X, t). 

Problem 3.7 If ffi c S = IRn is a simple body, show that valB are simply 
the matrix entries of the linear map DV(X) relative to the coordinate 
systems {x·} and [XA}. (Imitate the proof of 1.13 and use the chain 
rule at the appropriate point.) Prove that if tP, is regular, valix, t) = 

v"lb(X, t)PbiX, t). 
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3.28 Proposition In coordinates, the following are the components of D: 

The proof requires an observation about the Christoffel symbols ne, which, 
in fact, was at the historical origins of Riemannian geometry: Ybe depends only 
on gab' 

3.29 Lemma We have the identities 

and 

Proof The first follows at once from the explicit definitions of gab and Ybe in 
3.4 and 1.8, recalling that (azi/axa)(axa/az j

) = o~. The second identity follows 
by substituting the formula for gab into its right-hand side, remembering gbe and 
Ybe are symmetric in (b, c). I 

Proof of 3.28 We have GAC(X)CAiX, t) = gae(¢(X, t»F"c(X, t)PiX, t), and 
so, differentiating in t, 

2G DA - agaeVdFc Fa ~ avc Fa + Fc aVa 
AC B - axd c B T gac axC B gac C aXB' 

Using the first identity from 3.29, this equals (after changing two dummy sum
mation variables to b) 

( b VdFc + aVb)Fa + ( b VdFa + aVb)Fc gabYdc C gab aXC B gbeYda B gbc aXB c 

= gabVblcFaB + gbcVblBFcc' I 

In Section 1.6, we will recognize DI as ¢*(Lvg), the pull-back of the Lie 
derivative of the metric. 

3.30 Proposition Let ¢t be a C2 motion of CB. Let WI, W2 E TxCB and let 
w/(t) = F(X, t)W; (i = 1,2). Then 
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Proof 

:t <w 1(t), wz(t»¢(x.t) = :r <WI> F(X, t)TF(X, t)Wz)x 

d = dt <WI> C(X, t)Wz)x = <WI> 2D(X, t)Wz)x. I 

This proposition shows that D(X, t) measures the rate of change of the inner 
product of vectors as they are pushed forward by the motion. 

Combined with 3.28, 3.30 yields: 

3.31 Corollary In coordinates, 

:r {gairp(X, t»F"iX, t)wtPB(X, t)wn 

= WTW~gacCrp(X, t»{VCleF"B + VOIBF"d(X, t). 

Problem 3.8 Work out the metric and Christoffel symbols for the 
spherical coordinate system (p, 0, rp) on 1R3. 

Problem 3.9 Consider the motion of IR z in 1R2 given by 

rp(ZI, Z2, t) = [~ t7] [~:] 
(a steady shearing). Calculate the deformation tensor and the rate of 
deformation tensor. 

Box 3.2 Summary of Formulas for Section 3.1 

Covariant Derivativesfor Simple Bodies CB in S = 1R3 

U: CB ~ TCB; DU: TCB ~ TCB UAIB = ~~; + neUe 

v: S ~ TS; Dv: TS --> TS 

V: CB ~ TS; DV: TCB --> TS 

V = vorp; DV = DvoF 
Metric Tensors 

G: TCB --> T*CB 

g: TS~ T*S 

G'= G-l 
g' =g-1 

a ava + a c 
V Ib = (lxb . Ybc V 

ValB = ~i; + (Y~corp)VbF"B 
ValA = (Valborp)FbA 

aZI aZJ 

GAB = aXA aXB OIJ 
azl aZ} 

gab = aXa dxb Ol} 

(GAB) = (GAB)-1 
(gab) = (gab)-1 
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Deformation Gradient 
F: TCl3 ~ TS; 

F(X, W) = (cp(X), Dcp(X). W) 
FT: TS ~ TCl3; (FT)Aa = 

CH. 1 

FT(X, w) = (cp-I(X), Dcp(cp-I(X»)T.W) gQb(PBoCP-I)«(;BAocp-l) 
Polar Decomposition (U and V are the stretch tensors under this 

heading) 
F=RU=VR FaA = RQBUBA 

= (VQbo¢)Rb A 
R: TCl3 ~ TS R-I = RT 
U: TCl3 ~ TCl3 (symmetric positive-definite) GACUCB = GBCUCA 
V: TS ----> TS (symmetric positive-definite) gacVCb = gbcVCa 

Deformation Tensors 
C(X, W) = (X, Dcp(XY Dcp(X)W) 
C = FTF CAB = GAC(gabocp)FbcFQB 
B = C-I (BAB) = (CAB)-l 
2E = C - 1 2EAB = CAB - ~A B 
h = FFT bab = (GABocp-l)gbcCFaAocp-I)(PBocp-l) 
c=h- I cab-=(bQb)-1 
2e = c - i 2eab = Cab - ~ab 

C~ = cp*(g) CAB = (gabocp)PAFbB 
B' = cp*(gl) BAB = (gabocp)«F-l)Aao¢)«F-l)Bbo¢) 
E~ = ¢*(e) EAB = (eabo¢)PAPB 
c~ = ¢*(G) Cab = (GABo¢-I)(F-l)Aa(F-l)Bb 
hi = ¢iG') bab = (GABo¢-I)(PAo¢-I)(PBo¢-I) 
e~ = ¢*(E~) eab = (EABo¢-I)(F-I)AQ(F-l)Bb 

Shifter in [Rn 

S: TCl3 ~ TS; 
SeX, W) = (¢(X), W) 

ST: TS ~ TCl3; 
S-I = ST 

Displacements in [Rn 
U: Cl3 ---> TCl3; 

U(X) = (X, ¢(X) - X) 
F=S(I+ DU) 
C=I+DU+DUT 

+ DUTDU 
2E= DU+ DUT 

+ DUTDU 
u = SUo¢-1 
F-I = STU - Du) 

Ul = ~II¢I _ 21 
FaA = saiJBA + UB,A) 
CAB = ~AB + UA'B + GADGBCUC'D 

+ GADGCEUE/DUC,B 
2EAB = UA'B + GADGBCUC'D 

+ GADGCEUE/DUC'B 
Ua = (saAo¢-I)(UAo¢-I) 
(F-I)Ao = (ST)Ab(JbQ - Ub'a) 
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c = i - Du - DuT 

+ DuTDu 
2e = Du + DuT 

- DuTDu 
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cab = oab - UQlb - g"dgbcUCld 

+ g"dgceUeldUclb 

2eab = Ualb + gadgbcUCld 

- gadgce UeldUclb 

1.4 TENSORS, TWO-POINT TENSORS, 
AND THE COVARIANT DERIVATIVE 

The previous section introduced a number of important geometric concepts. 
This section will examine these objects in further detail from both the abstract 
and the computational point of view. By this time the reader should be com
fortable enough with manifolds so that we can treat the general case with no 
more effort than the case of open sets in IR 3 • 

Our notation throughout is as above: <B and S are manifolds, points in <B 
are denoted by X and those in S by x. The tangent spaces are written Tx<B and 
TxS. Coordinate systems are denoted {X A} and {x"} for <B and S, respectively, 
with corresponding bases EA and e a and dual bases EA and ea. The summation 
convention is enforced. 

4.1 Definition A tensor of type ( ~ ) at X E <B is a multilinear mapping 

T: T~<B x ... x T~<B x Tx<B x ... x Tx<B -> IR 
.. ., " ,/ 

p copies q copies 

(multilinear means linear in each variable separately). The components of Tare 
defined by 

TA1A,oO'A'B1B,oO.B. = T(EA1, EA" ..• , EA" EB" EB" .•• , EB.) 

so that T(or,l, ... ,or,P, WI>' .. , Wq) = TA1.oOA'Bl.oOB. 1X~1 ... IX~, Wfl ... W:' 

where or,l E T~<B, or,l = (J.,~EA, W) E Tx<B, and W} = W1EA. We say that T 
is contravariant of rank p (p indices up) and covariant of rank q (q indices down). 

A tensor field of type (~) is an assignment T( X) of a tensor of type ( ~ ) 
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at X for each X E CB. The components are functions of X and are denoted 

TA1· .. APB1···B,(X). 

CH. 1 

We can make the space of all tensors on CB into a vector bundle T:(CB) over CB 
(as with the tangent bundle) and a tensor field T may be regarded as a section of 
this bundle; that is, T assigns to each base point X E CB an element of the fiber 
of T:(CB) over X. 

A tensor field is said to be of class Cr ifits components are cr functions of XA 
in any coordinate system. 

We can regard vectors as ( 6) tensors,IS one-forms as (~) tensors, and 

functions as ( g ) tensors. 

We can, by a similar process, position the indices in other slots. For instance, 
a fourth-order tensor that is a multilinear mapping 

T: T~CB X TxCB X T~CB X TxCB -> IR 
has indices positioned like this: 

TABeD· 

A tensor or tensor field T has a separate existence from its components 
TA1A""APB1B, ... B" and it makes sense to write down T without any indices, just as 
for vectors. 

4.2 Proposition Let {XA} and {XA} be two coordinate systems on CB and T a 

tensor field of type ( ~). Then the components of T in these two systems are 

related by 

Proof This follows from the definition of components, multilinearity, and 
the formulas 

4.3 Definition Let T be a tensor of type ( ~ ) and S a tensor of type ( ; ) . 

Then the tensor product T ® S is the tensor of type (~ t ;) defined by 

p copies q copies 

(T ® S)(X): (T~CB X . ~. X T~CB) x (rxCB x . ~. x TxcB) 

r c<?pies s c~pies 
x (T-~-CB-x-... x T~ffi) x (rxCB x ... x TxCB) -> IR; 

ISIf W is a vector at X, we set W(a,) = a,(W) for a, E T}cB. 
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(T ® S)(X)(a l
, ••• , a P , WI> ... , Wq, pI, ... , pr, YI> ... , Y.) 

= T(X)(a l
, •• • ,aP , WI>' .. ,Wq),S(X)(PI, .. . ,pr, Y I, ... , Ys). 

Thus 

= TA""A'B""B,(X)· SC""C'D""D.(X), 

Addition and scalar multiplication of tensors are defined in the obvious way. 

Problem 4.1 In a coordinate system {XA} on ffi, show that the matrix of 
components of EA ® EB is a matrix of O's with the exception of a 1 in the 
(A, B) slot. 

The following is easily proven from the definitions. 

4.4 Proposition The following holds for a tensor T of type ( ~ ) : 

T(X) = TA,···A'B""B.(X)EA , ® ... ® EA, ® EB, ® ... ® EBa. 

Next, we define contractions of tensors. 

4.5 Definition The contraction of a one-form a and a vector field W is 
defined by 

a· W(X) = a(X)(W(X» = lXiX)WA(X). 

If T and 5 are tensors, the contraction of the ith covariant index of T and jth 
contravarient index of 5 is defined by fixing all the other slots (or indices) and 
contracting T in the ith covariant index as a one-form with the jth contravarient 
index of 5 as a vector field. 

The operation of contracting the ith contravariant index of a tensor T with 
the jth covariant index of the same tensor is defined in a similar fashion. The 

contraction of a ( ~ ) tensor is called its trace. (Thus to contract two indices, 

one upper and one lower, we merely set the indices equal and sum.) 

When two indices are simultaneously contracted, we shall use two dots. For 

example, if Rand S are tensors of types ( 6 ) and ( ~), respectively, R: S is 

the scalar defined by RAB S AB' 

The ideas of pull-back and push-forward, defined in Section 1.2 for one forms 
and vector fields, extend easily to tensors as follows. 

4.6 Definition Let ifJ; ffi ----> S be a regular mapping. If T is a tensor of type 

( ~ ), its push-forward ifJ* T is a tensor of type ( ~ ) on ifJ(ffi) defined by 
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where «I E T:S, VI E TxS, X = qJ-I(X), t/J*(<<I)·V = a/·(Tt/J·V) and t/J*(v,) = 
T(qJ-I)·V}" The pull-back I 6 of a tensor t defined on t/J(iJ3) is given by t/J*t = 
(t/J-I)*t. 

In coordinates we have the following relations which result from the defini
tions and the corresponding formulas for one-forms and vector fields (see 2.9 
and 2.16). 

4.7 Proposition Letting F(X) = Txt/J and x = t/J(X), we have 

('" T)a,' "a. () 'f'* bl •.. hq X 

= PIA.(X) ... Fa'AlX). TA,··APB""Bq(X)·(F-I)B'b,(X) ... (F-I)Bqb,(X) 

and 

(t/J*t)AI" ·Ap BI" 'B,(X) 

= (F-I)A'a.(X) ... (F-I)APap(x)·ta""aPb, ... b.(X)·Fb'B.(X) ... P'B,(X). 

Before going on to two-point tensors, it is useful to consider first some of the 
extra structure that enters when we have a Riemannian metric. 

4.8 Definition A Riemannian metric on iJ3 is a Coo covariant two-tensor G 

(i.e., G is a tensor of type ( ~ ) ) such that for each X E iJ3: 

(i) G(X) is symmetric; that is, for WI' W2 E TxiJ3, G(X)(WI! Wz) = 
G(X)(Wz, WI)' 

(ii) G(X) is positive-definite: G(X)(W, W) > 0 for 0 =F W E Tx iJ3; 
in other words, G(X) is an inner product on TxiJ3. If there is no danger 
of confusion, we often write 

G(X)(WI' W2 ) = <WI! W2 )x. 

(A Riemannian metric on S will be denoted g.) 

Notice that symmetry of G means GAB = GBA and that <WI' Wz)x = 
GAJX)W1W~. Condition (ii) states that the matrix GAB is positive-definite. 

Warning: In classical tensor analysis, G (or g if we use S) is often used to 
denote --J det[ GAB] (or --J det[gab))' 

Next we describe associated tensors (i.e., new tensors obtained by raising and 
lowering indices) in greater detail than was considered in Section 1.3. 

4.9 Definition For X E iJ3, define the linear transformation GI(X): 
TxiJ3 --> T~iJ3 by GI(X)(Wl) = «(X), where «(X)(Wz) = <WI! W2)x; that is, 
GI(X)(WI) = <WI! • >x. Since G(X) is positive-definite GI(X) is invertible; its 
inverse is denoted GI(X): T~iJ3 --> TxiJ3. 

16Regularity is not needed to pull back the covariant components. Pull-back of contra
variant components and push-forward of both covariant and contravariant components 
require regularity. See Box 2.2. 
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4.10 Proposition G'(X).EA = GAB(X).EB' where GAB(X) is the inverse 
matrix ofGAiX). 

Proof GI(X)(GAB(X).EB)(Ec) = GAB(X)<EB' Ec)x = GAB(X)GBC(X) = OAC 
= EA(Ec). Thus GI(X)(GAB(X).EB) = EA, so the result holds. I 

We may regard G' as a (~ ) tensor on CB; 4.10 states that its components 

are GAB. 

4.11 Definition Let T be a tensor of type ( ~) on CB. The 2p+q associated 

tensors are defined by applying G~ or G' to each slot. For instance, lowering 
the first index on T gives the tensor T I defined by 

T I : TxCB X !~CB X ... X T~~ X !xCB X ... X Tx~----->IR 
p _ 1 v copies q copies 

TI(Y, CZ z, • •• ,czP ' WI>' .. , Wq) = T(GI. Y, czz, • •• ,otp , WI>' .. , Wq). 

That is, 

These indices are denoted by TA,A''''A'B''''B. (although they are the components 
of T I' which does not equal. T). Similarly, the components of the tensor T z 
obtained by raising the first covariant index of T are denoted 

InvariantIy, 

Tz(otl>'" ,otp, PI' Wz, ••• ,Wq) = T(otl>'" ,otp, G"PI' Wz, ••• , Wq). 

The tensor obtained by raising all the indices of T is denoted T' and that ob
tained by lowering an the indices is denoted TI. 

If F is a real-valued function, the vector field (dF)' = V F is called the 
gradient of F; that is, 

4.12 Definition 1fT and 5 are tensors of the same type (or same total order), 
their inner product is defined by 

<T, 5) = contraction of T' and 51 on all indices 

For instance, suppose T is a (~) tensor and 5 is a (~) tensor. Then T·S 

is usually used to denote the contraction TABSBC and T: 5 denotes the double 
contraction; thus T: S = <T, S) is the trace ofT·S. 
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Warning: Raising and lowering indices may not, in general, be interchanged 
with puII-back or push-forward. Thus, (¢>*t)' 0:/= ¢>*(t'). 

Problem 4.2 Show that (¢>*t)' does coincide with ¢>*(t'), provided the 
first # is taken with respect to ¢>*g rather than G. 

4.13 Proposition The deformation tensor C is given by 

where ¢>: CB ----> S is a configuration and g is the metric tensor on S. 
Proof From Proposition 3.6 we have 

(C~)AiX) = CAiX) = gab(x)PiX)£biX), 

but from 4.7 these are exactly the components of ¢>*g. I 

Note that ¢> need not be regular for ¢>*g and hence for C to be defined. As an 
exercise we ask the reader to show, using Proposition 3.9, that 

h' = ¢>*G' and B' = ¢>*g', 

but we again warn that 

h~ 0:/= ¢>*G = c~ and B~ 0:/= ¢>*g = C~. 

Next we shaII discuss two-point tensors. 17 These objects play an important 
role in continuum mechanics; a prime example is the deformation tensor FaA' 

4.14 Definition A two-point tensor T of type (; ~) at X E CB over a mapping 

¢>: CB ----> S is a multilinear mapping 

T: (!~CB x .~. x T~~) x (!xCB x .~. x Tx~) 
p copies q copies 

x (T~S x ... x T~S) x <TxS x ... x TxS) ----> [R., 

I copies m copies 

where x = ¢>(X). 
The components ofT are defined by 

relative to coordinates [XA} on CB and [xa} on S. 
A two-point tensor field T assigns a two-point tensor T(X) to each point 

X E CB, as with ordinary tensor fields. 1 8 

17 A main reference for two-point tensors is Ericksen [1960]. 

18Jn manifold language, a two-point tensor is a section of the bundle T:(63) ® T~(ifJ*(TS» 
over 63. Here ¢*(TS) denotes the pull-back bundle whose fiber over X E 63 is T9'(x)S, 
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The positioning of the indices can, of course, be altered just as with ordinary 
tensors. For example, a two-point tensor with indices P Ab is a multilinear 
mapping T: T: S X Txffi X TxS --> IR. 

The deformation gradient P A may be regarded as a two-point tensor as 
follows: 

F(X): T~S X Txffi --> IR, (a., W) ~ a.(Tx¢·W). 

The components of F are, of course, just FaA = a¢ajaxA. 
Two-point tensors are natural generalizations of vector fields and one forms 

over maps. Note that a two-point tensor is regarded as a function of X E CB, 
and not of XES. One can think of a two-point tensor as having two tensor 
"legs," one in CB and one in S. We leave it for the reader to write down the general 
coordinate transformation rule for two-point tensors. 

The operations on tensors generalize naturally to operations on two-point 
tensors. These include: raising and lowering indices, tensor products, push
forward, pull-back, tilt, and contraction. For instance, suppose we have a 
two-point tensor P Ab and wish to pull back the first contravariant index a from 
S to CB. Doing this gives a new two-point tensor T whose components are de
noted fB Ab and is defined in the following ways. 

Abstractly: 

T(X): T::<B X TxCB X TxS --> IR, T(X)(a., W, v) = T(X)(¢*(a.), W, v), 

In components: 

TBAb(X) = PAb(X)(F-l)Bix) = PAb(X) ~;:. 

Notice that raising and lowering indices on the S leg is done using g and on 
the CB leg using G. For instance, 

TaAb(X) = gaiX)T<AlX) and PAb(X) = GAB(X)PBb(X) 

A number of fundamental two-point tensors will come up in our later work, 
so it is essential that the reader become familiar with them. (The first Piola
Kirchhoff stress tensor P is an example.) 

Problem 4.3 Consider the motion of Problem 1.1. Calculate the com
ponents of the two-point tensors F ® V and F ® v in the given 
coordinates. 

Problem 4.4 (a) Let N} B be a given fourth-order two-point tensor. 
Write down a formula for its pull-back to CB. 

(b) What is the pull-back of the fourth-order tensor FT ® F to CB? Of 
the second-order tensor FT. F (contraction on one pair of indices)? What 
are the associated components of FT. F? 

Our next task is to consider some further aspects of Riemannian geometry. 
We want to generalize covariant differentiation from vector fields on IRn (Section 
1.1) to general tensor fields and two-point tensor fields on Riemannian mani-
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folds. We shall develop what is needed briefly and concisely since there are 
detailed treatments available in standard text books. 

4.15 Definition Let WI and W2 be vector fields on a manifold ~. The 
Lie bracket of WI and W 2 is defined (as a derivation) by means of the commu
tator: 

Recall that W[fl = WA(al/aXA), the derivative of I in direction W. From 
this and the definition, one sees that 

[W W]A WBawt WBaw1 
I, 2 = I aXB - 2 aXB' 

That is, in Euclidean notation, (WI· V) W2 - (W2 • V) WI' 

Problem 4.5 Verify Jacobi's identity: [[X, Y], Z] + [[Z, X], Y] + 
crY, Z], X] = O. 

Before defining the covariant derivative, it is useful to have the abstract 
notion of a connection (or covariant derivative) at hand. We shall link it with 
the metric shortly. 

4.16 Definition A connection on a manifold ~ is an operation V that asso
ciates to each pair of vector fields W, Y on ~ a third vector field denoted V w Y 
and called the covariant derivative of Yalong W, such that: 

(i) V w Y is linear in each of Wand Y; 
(ii) V fW Y = IV w Y for scalar functions I; and 

(iii) Vw{fY) = IVwY + (W[/DY. 

These conditions are reasonable requirements for an operation that is sup
posed to differentiate Y in the direction W. Note that (iii) is analogous to the 
product rule for differentiation. 

4.17 Definition The Christoffel symbols of a connection V on ~ are defined 
on a coordinate system {XA} by r~e(X)EA(X) = (V EsEe)(X). (Consistent with 
our previous conventions, we denote the Christoffel symbols on CB by r~e and 
those on ~ by JlZc') 

Problem 4.6 If {XA} is another coordinate system on~, show that 

-A _ aXA D aXE aXFaxA a2xD 
r Be - aXD r EFaxB aXe + aXD aXB axe' 

Conclude that r~e are not the components of a tensor. 
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4.18 Proposition In coordinates, we have 

(Vwyr = ~i;WB + r~cWBYC. 
Proof By the properties (i)-(iii) of a connection: 

V w Y = V WBEiYc Ec) = WBV EB(YC Ed 

= WB(YCV EBEC + EBfYA]EA) 

= rZcWBycEA + WB ~i;EA' I 

From this proposition, observe that V w Y(X) depends only on the point value 
of Wat X, and not on its derivatives. Thus if a is a curve, V ctY makes sense. In 
fact, this is an important object that we now identify. 

4.19 Definition We call V ctY the material derivative of Y along a, and write 
it DY/dt, or if aCt) = q,x(t) [where q,(X, t) is a given motion], by Y. 

Using coordinates, 4.18, and the chain rule, 

If Y is time dependent, set DY/ Dt = ay/at + VctY. In particular, for a motion 
q,t of G3 in & we see that the acceleration is 

a = ~~ + Vvv = V. 

Another consequence of the fact that VwY(X) depends only on the point 

value of Wat X is that VY defines a ( ~ ) tensor with components (VY)An 

= aYA/axB + rzcYc. 
There are several ways of defining the covariant derivative of a tensor. One 

may proceed directly (see, Abraham and Marsden [1978]), using the fact that 
we desire VeT ® S) = VT ® S + T ® VS, or one may use parallel transla
tion. Since we shall need this concept, we choose the latter. 

4.20 Definition A vector field Y defined along a curve aCt) is called parallel 
if V ct Y = O. A vector Yo at a(t 0) is called parallel transported or translated along 
a if it is extended to a parallel vector field Y along a. 

A vector can be parallel transported uniquely since, given aCt), DY/dt = 0 
is a linear differential equation for Y(a(t», which has a unique solution with 
initial data Yo (as long as a is, say, continuous). 

The intuitive idea is that V reflects the local geometry in such a way that an 
observer carrying an arrow along a curve in what seems to be a parallel manner, 



Figure 1.4.1 

is, in fact, parallel transporting the arrow. On a sphere, for instance, a parallel 
transported vector is not parallel transported in space. See Figure 1.4.1. 

The following proposition demonstrates a basic link between parallel trans
port and the covariant derivative. 

4.21 Proposition Let O'(t) be a given curve in m, and Ya vector field defined 
along o'. Let St.s: Tq(s)m -> Tq(t)m denote parallel translation from o'(S) to O'(t) 
along o'. (We also call St. s the shifter.) Then 

V ct(t) Y(O'(t» = is (St.sY(O'(s») L; 
(Note that St.sY(O'(t» E Tq(t)mfor all s.) 

Proof By construction, (Ss.toYO)A = (Ss.to)ABY~ = Y1 satisfies 

is (SS.tYBY~ + ncucy: = o. 

Thus, since Ss.to is the identity at s = to, 

d (S )A / - rA'C 
d- s.to B - - BCO' . 

S s~to 

From uniqueness of solution of differential equations, ST.SOSS.t = ST.t, and so 
S •. t = St:l. Thus 
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(is St.sY(O'(s»/sJ
A 

= (is S~: Y(O'(s» /.J A 

= - is (Ss.t)AB/.~tYB(O'(t» + is YA(O'(S»/s~t 
= r~BucyB + :r P(O'(t» = (Vct(t)Y(O'(t»)A. I 

4.22 Definition A connection is called torsion free if 

VwY - VyW= CW, YJ 
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for all vector fields Wand Y. The torsion of a connection is defined by 

Tor(W, Y) = VwY - VyW - [W, Y] and is a (~) tensor; thus a connection 

is torsion free when its torsion tensor is zero. 

4.23 Proposition A connection is torsion free if and only if r~c = r~B-that 

is, the Christoffel symbols are symmetric. 

Proof Write out VwY - VyW - [W, Y] in coordinates, using the earlier 
coordinate expressions to see that (Tor)~c = r1c - r~B' I 

Now we are ready to find the connection associated with a given metric G on 
~. The following is sometimes called the "Fundamental Theorem of Rieman
nian Geometry," and is based on the early pioneering work of Levi-Civita. 

4.24 Theorem Let ~ be a manifold with a Riemannian metric G. Then there 
is a unique connection on ~ that is torsion free and for which parallel translation 
preserves inner products (that is, St,s is an orthogonal transformation). 

Proof First of all, suppose that such a connection exists. Let WI(t) and 
W2(t) be parallel vector fields along a curve O'(t). Therefore, by hypothesis, 

0= ~ < WI (t), W2(t» = ~ GAc(0'(t»W1(t)W~(t) 

aGAC 'DWAWC G r A W'iI'DWC G rc WA'DWB = aXD-O' I 2 - AC BD 10' 2 - AC.l liD 10' 2 

since 

~ W1(t) + ncwfaC = 0, 

that is, Wt is parallel along O'(t). If we take the particular case in which WI (0) = 
EA and W2(0) = Ec and evaluate at t = 0, we get 

O aG AC . D G r B 'D G rB 'D = aXD 0' - BC ADO' - BA CDO' . 

Since aD is arbitrary, 

aG AC G r B + G r B 
aXD = BC AD BA CD' 

Note that this is the same as the identity obtained in Euclidean space (see Lemma 
3.29). By the same algebra, remembering symmetry of GAB and nc, we get 

2G r A _ (~GCB + ~GDll _ aGDC) 
AB DC - aXD axc aXB' 
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This formula shows that the Christoffel symbols r~c are uniquely determined. 
Hence the connection is unique. 

For the converse, we can define the Christoffel symbols in any coordinate 
chart by the preceding formula. Clearly they are symmetric. Then we define 
VwY in terms of the nc and check that it is a well-defined vector field (trans
forms like a vector). Finally, reversing the above computations shows that 
parallel translation preserves the inner product. I 

Problem 4.7 Show that the coordinate-free analogs of the identities in 
the above proof are 

~ <WI(t), W2(t» = (D::;I, Wz) + (WI> D::;2) 

and 2<WI> V W ,W2) = W3[(WI, W2)1 + <W3, [WI' W21) 

+ W2[<W3' WI)] - <W2, [W3' WI]) 

- WI[<W2' W3)] - <WI' [W2' W3J)· 

Given a Riemannian manifold, we shall use the connection above (called the 
Riemannian or Levi-Civita connection) unless special exception is made. 

Problem 4.8 (a) Work out rJc for ffil the unit sphere S2 in [R3 with respect 
to spherical coordinates. 

(b) A geodesic is a curve aCt) such that a is parallel along a. Show 
that the geodesics on S2 are great circles. 

(c) Describe parallel translation of a vector around a circle of con
stant latitude on S2 relative to (i) the Riemannian manifold [R3 and (ii) the 
Riemannian manifold S2. 

4.25 Definition Let St,s be parallel translation along a curve aCt). Extend 
St,s to all tensor fields along aCt) in the same manner as push-forward was 
extended. Explicitly: If IlL is a one-form at a(s), let 

(St,sllL)(W) = IlL(Ss,lW», W E T .. (t)ffil 

(see Figure 1.4.2). If T is a tensor of type ( ~ ) at a(s), let 

If W = a(t), then the covariant derivative of T along Wat X = aCt) is defined by 

(Vw T)(X) = is {St,sT(a(s))} Lt' 

The covariant derivative VT thereby defines a (q ~ 1) tensor. 



Figure 1.4.2 

Notice that St.sT(oo(s» is a tensor at oo(t), so the d/ds derivative occurs within 
a fixed linear space, just as with vectors in 4.2l. 

The coordinate expression for covariant derivative may be worked out exact
ly as for vector fields. That computation leads to the following: 

4.26 Proposition Let T be a tensor of type ( ~ ) on mI. Writing (VTY"D E ... aK 

= TA"'D E ... a!K, we have 

and 

A .. ·D aTA ... D E ... a LB .. ·D A . . 
T E ... a!K = aXK + T E .. ·arLK + (all upper mdzces) 

- P"·DLF ... an;K - (all lower indices) 

(V T)A".D - TA .. ·D WK 
W E .. ·a - E .. ·a!K . 

Notice that we use a vertical bar to designate the coordinate expression for 
covariant differentiation. 

Problem 4.9 (i) Prove that V G = 0 by: 

(a) a coordinate calculation; 
(b) using the definition and the fact that St.s preserves 

inner products. 

(ii) Prove the product rule: VeT ® S) = VT ® S + T ® VS. What 
does this assert in coordinates? For T = PEA? 

(iii) If cp: ffi ~ S is a regular mapping, show that cp*(Vt) = V*(cp*t), 
where V is the covariant derivative with respect to g on S, and V* is the 
covarient derivative with respect to cp*g = CIon ffi. 

(iv) Consult problem 2.2 and write the convected acceleration as a 
covariant derivative of the convected velocity using the metric C; = 

rp:(g). 

77 
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4.27 Definition The divergence of a tensor field T of type ( ~ ) is a tensor 

of type (p ;; 1) obtained by contracting the last contravariant and covariant 

indices of VT: 

I (DIV T)AB"'C - TAB"'C I P"'H - P"'H!C' 

(The divergence of a tensor t on S is denoted div t.) 

For vector fields, the following formula is easy to check: 

We shall return to this formula from another point of view in Section 1.7. 
Next we consider covariant differentiation of two-point tensors. 

4.28 Definition Let T be a two-point tensor of type (~ ~) over the map 

,p: CB -> S; let (J(t) be a curve in CB and W = aCt). Let fi(t) = ,p«(J(t) be the 
image of (J under ,p. Let St,s denote parallel translation along (J in CB and s"s 
denote parallel translation along fi in S. 

Define the two-point tensor Vw T at X = (J(t), a tensor of type (~ ~), as 

follows: 

where 

(S".T)(cx l, ... , cxP, WI>"" Wq; pI, ... , pI, VI, .•• , vm) 

= T(S."cxi, ... , Ss"cxP
, Ss"WI> ... , S."Wq; 

where cx i E T~CB, Wi E TxCB, pi E T! S, V, E TxS, X = (J(t), and x = ,p(X). 

This defines, therefore, a two-point tensor VT of type (q ~ 1 ~) 

To help understand this definition, we work out the components of V w V in 
case V is a vector field over ,p. By definition, 

where a = w. 
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(See Figure 1.4.3.) Going to a chart, as in 4.21, we get 

CB 

Figure 1.4.3 

[Note that (djds)(st.s)ab = -Y~cac since St.s is parallel translation along 5.] 
Using the chain rule and the notation P A = arf>ajaXA, 

(Vwv)a = ~i:WA + Y~cVbPCAWA, 

that is, (V v)a A = ValA = ~i: + Y~c Vb pc A' 

The reader will recognize this expression from 3.27. A similar computation 
proves the following: 

4.29 Proposition 1fT is a two-point tensor of type (~ ~), then 

TAB· .. D ab···J E···H e···hIK 

a TAB··.D a···J 
= aXK E···H e···h 

+ TLB"'D a···J r A + (all u'""er large indices) E···H e···h LK 1:'1:' 

_ TA"'D a···J r L - (all lower large indices) L···H e···h EK 

+ p···DE"'Hkb···Je"'hY~IFlK + (all upper small indices) 

- p···DE"'Ha···Jkf"'hY~IFlK - (all lower small indices). 
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The divergence of a two-point tensor is defined in the same way as for a 
tensor: 

Prohlem 4.10 Show that, if TAo = gObTAb (associated tensors), then 

TAolB = gabTAblB. 

What is the general statement? 

We conclude this section with a brief discussion of curvature. 19 

4.30 Definition The curvature tensor R on a Riemannian manifold ~ (with 

metric G) is a ( ~ ) tensor defined as follows: R: TI~ x Tx~ x Tx~ x Tx~ 
-IR, where 

R(~, WI, W2 , W3) = ~(VWIVW.W3 - VW,VW,W3 - V[W"W,jW3 ) 

= ~([Vw" VW,]W3 - V[W"W,jW3 ), 

~ E TI~, and J¥t(X) E Tx~' 

One has to verify that R indeed depends only on the point values of Wi' This 
can be done by computing the components of R. One gets: 

RA ariB ar~B rA rE rA rE 
BCD = axc - aXD + CE DB - DE CB' 

One can substitute the expression for r1c in terms of GAB to express RABCD 
totally in terms of GAB and aGAB/aXc aXD. 

The contraction RBD = RABAD is called the Ricci curvature and its trace 
RA A = R is called the scalar curvature. 

The geometric significance of the curvature can be illustrated by an example. 
Let q,: 1R2 - ~ be a surface in ~. Then RABCD measures the lack of commu
tativity of second covariant derivatives along the x and y directions: 

D D W _ D D W = R. (aq, a<I> W) 
dx dy dy dx ax ' ay' 

where (x, y) E !R2 are identified with points on the surface via q" so D/dx 
denotes the covariant derivative along the x-coordinate curve, and W is a vector 
field along the surface. 

190ne has to be careful of sign conventions in this topic. The frontispiece of Misner
Thorne-Wheeler [1973] summarizes the situation. 
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Problem 4.11 Show that on a Riemannian manifold ;:m:, 

for a vector field W, by a coordinate calculation. 

A manifold with R = 0 is called flat. For instance, [R 3 is flat: RABeD = 0 in 
any coordinate system since it is obviously zero in Cartesian coordinates (note 
r~c -=1= 0 in general curvilinear coordinates on [Rn). 

In books on Riemannian geometry it is proven that a manifold ;:m: is flat if 
and only if there are coordinates about each point in which GAB = 0 AB: that is, 
;:m: is locally Euclidean, both topologically and metrically.20 

We conclude with the following, which are sometimes called the compatibility 
conditions. They restrict the motion ¢ of a simple body in terms of its defor
mation tensor. 

4.31 Proposition Let CB be open in [Rn and S = [Rn. Let ¢: CB --+ S be a regular 
configuration. Let KABCD be the "curvature tensor" obtained by using the deforma
tion tensor CAB in place of GAB' Then KARCD = O. 

Proof Combining Problem 4.9(iii) with the definition of curvature, we see 
that K is the pull-back of R, the curvature tensor of [R 3. But R = 0, so K = 0 as 
well. I 

There is a related question that is of some interest. This is, given a tensor CAB 
that is symmetric and positive-definite, when is CAB the deformation tensor of a 
configuration? The following answers the question locally. (The global question 
is presumably hard.) 

4.32 Proposition Let CB c [Rn be open and S = [Rn. Let CAB be a given posi
tive-definite symmetric two-tensor whose curvature tensor vanishes: KABCD = O. 
Then given any point Xo E CB, there is a neighborhood cu. of Xo and a regular map 
¢: 'U --+ [Rn whose deformation tensor is CAB' 

Proof The hypotheses say that the Riemannian manifold (CB, CAB) is flat. 
Thus ,in a neighborhood cu. of X o, there is a coordinate system X: 'U --+ [Rn in 
which the CAB'S are constants. 21 By following X with a linear transformation A, 
we can bring CAB into diagonal form OAB' Let ¢ = AoX. Then (¢*C)ab is the 
Euclidean metric; that is, CAB is the deformation tensor of ¢. I 

20If a metric is flat, one shows that exponential or "canonical" coordinates (which make 
r~c = 0 at one point) do the job. See footnote 21. 

21 This is a theorem of classical Riemannian geometry proved in, for example, the book of 
Eisenhart [1926]. The map X is given by the exponential map. 



Box 4.1 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.4 

Tensors of type ( ~ ) on mI. 

T: T;mI. X X T;mI. X TxmI. X 

P q 

Coordinate Transformations 

Tensor Product 
T ® S(ot l

, ••• , otP
, WI>'" ,Wq , 111, ... ,P', YI>'" ,YJ 

= T(ot l
, ••• ,otP

, WI>'" ,Wq)S(P\.··, P', Y 1 , ••• ,¥s) 

Contraction 

p indices 

T.4B.'::DEF ... H = T(EA, ••• ,ED, EE ••• E H ) 
--.,--

q indices 

T- A···D _ aXA ••• aXD TI ... L aXM ••• ax
p 

E"'H - aXI aXL M"'P aXE aXH 

(T fx\ S )A"'D I···L - TA"'D SI"'L 
\OJ E···H M···P - E···H M···P 

Contraction of T in its last covariant and contravariant slots 
(Contraction of T and S) = T . S 

TA···CD 
E···GD 

TA· .. CDS E ··'GD 

(Double contraction of T and S) = T : S 
(Inner product of T and S) = (T, S) 

Push-Forward 
(ifJ* T)(ot l , •.• , otp , VI, ... , v q) 

= T(ifJ*(ot]), ... , ifJ*(otp ), ifJ*(v l ), • • , ,ifJ*(vq» 
Pull-Back 

ifJ*t = ifJ-I*t 

Riemannian Metric 
G(X)(WI , Wz) = (WI> Wz)x 

TAB"'CDSEF"'CD 
TAB ... CDS

AB
"'

CD 

( J.. T)a ... a - Fa Fa TA D (F-I) E (F-I) H 'fJ* e·o'h - A' • • D o" Eo'·H e' • • h 

(J..*t)A"'D = (F-I)A ... (F-l)Dtao'.a Fe . •. Fh 'fJ Eo'·H a a eo'·h E H 



Associated Tensors 
Raise or lower indices by G' or G~ 

T' = (T with all indices raised: TAB· .. DE ... H) 

T~ = (T with all indices lowered: T AB ... DE ... H) 

Two-Point Tensors of Type (~ ~) Over ifJ: (B ---> S 
T: T~(B X X T~CB X TxCB X X TxCB X T~S X .,. X T~S X TxS X .•. X TxS --->!R 

________ ----~J , J '~ ______ ~v----~J , 

p 

Lie Bracket 

Christoffel Symbols 
Of a connection V ... 

Of a metric GAB ••• 

Covariant Derivative of a Tensor 

VwT = isSt,sT(a(s»ls=t 

W= aCt), 

q 

St,s = parallel translation (shifter) 

Covariant Derivative along a Curve aCt) 
DT dt = VwT, W = aCt) 

I m 

[W W]A WBaw1 WB aw1 
1> 2 = 1 aXB + 2 aXB 

T A···D = aTA .. ·D E···G + TLB···D r A + (all upper indices) 
E···GIK aXK E···G LK 

- p ... DLF ... Gn:K - (all lower indices) 
(VWT)A ... DE ... G = TA.··DE· .. GIKWK 

~TA ... D (a(t» + TLB···D r A WK + (all upper indices) dt E···G E···G LK 

- p ... DL ... Gn:KWK - (all lower indices) 



Covariant Derivative of a Two-Point Tensor T of Type (~ ~) 

V T d S. T( ( » I TA' ··D a .. ·d a TA"'D a .. ·d 
W = ds t,. (1 S s=t E .. ·H ... ·hIK = aXK E .. ·H ... ·h 

St,s = shifter + TL"·DE ... Ha"'d .... hrtK + (all upper large indices) 
- p"·DL"'Ha ... d''''hr~K - (all lower large indices) 

Divergence 
DIV T = contraction of VT on last contravariant index 

Curvature Tensor 

R(~. WI> W 2• W3 ) = ~(VWJVW2W3 - VW,VWt W3 - Vrwt,W,jW3) 

Compatibility Conditions 
Curvature of C~ = ¢*g is zero. 
KABCD = 0, where KABCD is the curvature of CAB' 

+ P"·DE ... Hk"'d .... h'J'k/F/K + (all upper small indices) 
- P"·DE ... Ha".dk ... h'J'!/PK - (all lower small indices) 

RA artB artB rA rE r A rE 
BCD = axc - aXD + CE DB - DE CB 



1.5 CONSERVATION OF MASS 

We shall use conservation of mass to motivate the geometric ideas in Sections 
1.6 and 1.7 and the general balance principles in Section 2.1. We begin with 
regular motions of simple bodies and then, as a supplement, treat the case of 
(thin) shells; that is, when (B is a two-manifold, S = IR 3 and the motion consists 
of embeddings. 

We shall begin right away by assuming the existence of a mass density func
tion p. We could alternatively assume the existence of a mass measure m and 
then, assuming m is sufficiently regular, derive p by writing m = p dv (we may 
use either the Radon-Nikodym theorem or differential forms to do this). We 
shall bypass the measure theoretic approach, although it is based on the more 
primitive physical concept of measuring the masses of portions of a body. The 
reasons are twofold: first, it plays no role in the rest of the book, and second, it 
is "obvious" how to bridge the gap for those who know measure theory.22 

5.1 Definition Let (B c IR" be a simple body and let tP(X, t) be a motion of 
(B. A function p(x, t) is said to obey conservation of mass provided that for all 
open sets 'U c (B with piecewise Cl boundary (such 'U hereafter will be called 
nice), 

fr r p(x, t) dv = 0 
J<Pt('U) 

where dv denotes the standard Euclidean volume element in IR". 
We call p(x, t) the mass density (in spatial coordinates) and call I'll p(x, t) dv 

the mass of the set 'D. 

Conservation of mass thus states that the mass of any nice material region 'U 
is constant in time. Let us assume that tPt is a regular Cl motion from now on, 
and tPo = identity; that is, the body is in the reference configuration at t = O. 

5.2 Definition Let J(X, t), called the Jacobian, denote the determinant of the 
linear transformation F(X, t) = DtP'(X). 

Let us work out J(X, t) in general coordinates. 

5.3 Proposition In (positively oriented)23 coordinates {XA} on (B and {xa} on 
S we have 

22See, for example, Truesdell [19771. 

23Coordinates {XA} in [R3 are called positively oriented when det(aXA/aZ I ) > O. 
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where - ,/.(X t) d a(tPl, .. ·, tPn) d t(atPa ) 
x - '1', an a(XI, ... , xn) = e aXA . 

Proof Using Cartesian coordinates, we get 

_ (atPi ) _ [(atPa)(aZI)(aXA)] _ (atPa ) (aZ
I
) (aXA) J(X, t) - det aZI - det aXA axa aZ I - det aXA det dXa det aZ I • 

But 

det(gab) = det(£;: ;;~ Ol}) = [ det(;;:) J ' 
with a similar formula for det(GAB). Hence the result follows. I 

Warning. J is a scalar function, invariant under coordinate transformations. 
Note that J * det(PA); the quantity det(P A) picks up determinant factors under 
coordinate changes and is sometimes called a "modular" tensor. The factor 
(det gab/det GAB)I/2 in the formula for J corrects this, so J is a scalar. 

For what follows, we shall need to note thatJ(X, t) > O. Indeed,J(X, 0) = 1, 
and since tP, is regular, J(X, t) * O. Hence J(X, t) is positive by the intermediate 
value theorem. 

5.4 Proposition 

~~ = (div v)J = (vala)J· 

Proof We shall prove this by a direct calculation. For a proof without coor
dinates, see Section 1. 7. The reader can easily prove the following fact from 
matrix algebra: if (alit» is a time-dependent matrix, then 

:r det(alit» = d::'(COf)I' 

(sum on both i and), where (Cof)/} is the (i,j)th cofactor of (al ,). Therefore, 

~J(X t) - (~(atPa)(COf) A) / det gcd + a(tP 1
, .. • ,4>n) ,a / det gcd 

at ' - at aXA a -V det GCD a(Xl, ... , xn) at -V det GCD 

= ,a,£a atPb (Cof) A / det gcd 
aXb aXA a -V det GCD 

+ a(tP 1
, ... , tPn) 1 ~(,Jdetg )va 

a(XI, ... ,Xn),JdetGcDaxa cd' 

The first sum is a sum of determinants with the ath row of atPa/axA replaced by 
(ava/axb)(atPbJaXA). Since repeated rows yield a zero determinant, only the term 
with b = a survives. Thus 
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a
a J(X, t) = aaV>(X, t) + J(X, t) Id

1
.-- -a a (,Jdet gcd)VQ 

t X AI et gcd xQ 

r a --
= J(X, t) ,Jd . -a (,Jdet gcd VQ) 

et gcd XQ 

= J(X, t)VQ IQ · I 

This proof will be thoroughly understood if the reader will repeat it explicitly 
for 1R 3

, using Cartesian coordinates and the formula 

all a12 a l3 all a l2 a l3 all a 12 a l3 all a 12 a l3 
d + a21 an a 23 + dt 

a 21 a22 a23 a 21 an a 23 a 21 an a 23 • 

a 31 an a 33 a 31 a 32 a 33 a 31 a 32 a 33 a 31 a 32 a 33 

5.5 Definition A motion CPt is called volume preserving (also called isochoric 
or incompressible) if volume[cp,(CU)] = volume[CU] for every nice region'U c <E. 

5.6 Proposition Assume CPt is a Cl regular motion. Then the following are 
equivalent: 

(i) CPt is volume preserving; 
(ii) J(X, t) = 1; and 

(iii) div v = O. 

Proof (i) is equivalent to (ii) by the change of variables formula, and (ii) is 
equivalent to (iii) by 5.4 and J(X, 0) = 1. I 

Next we use 5.4 to establish the basic equation of continuity. We write 
PRer(X) = p(X, 0), the mass density in the reference configuration (assumed to 
occur at t = 0). Recall that p = aplat + dp·v = apjat + v[p] is the material 
derivative of p. 

5.7 Theorem Assume CPt is a Cl regular motion and that p(x, t) is a CI func
tion. Then the following are equivalent: 

(i) Conservation of Mass; 
(ii) p(x, t)J(X, t) = PRef(X) [where x = cp(X, t)]; and 
(iii) the equation of continuity, 

p + P div v = 0; that is, a;: + div(pv) = o. 

Proof Assume (i); that is, f p(x, t) dv = i PRelX) dV. By the change of 
¢,('11) '11 

variables formula this is equivalent to 5'11 p(x, t)J(X, t) dV = I'll PRer(X) dV. Since 
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'l1 is arbitrary, this is equivalent to (ii). (The pwof employs an easy calculus 

exercise: if f(x) is a continuous function and f:n f(x) dv = 0 for every ball !D, 

then f = 0.) By 5.4, (a/at)(p(x, t)J(X, t) = pJ + pJ = pJ + (p div v)J, so (ii) 
is equivalent to (iii). I 

The process of passing from (i) to (iii) is called localization. In the volume 
preserving case, the equation of continuity reduces to p = 0; that is, p(x, t) = 
p(X,O). 

Prohlem 5.1 Omitting the assumption that ,po = identity, show that 5.7 
remains true for some function PRef on CB. 

Next we investigate the geometry behind conservation of mass a little further. 
We want to make dv and dV, the volume elements on Sand CB, into respectable 
tensors, dv and dV respectively. 

Warning. These notations should not be confused with the spatial and 
material velocities. 

5.8 Definition The volume form, regarded as an antisymmetric ( ~ ) tensor, 

is defined by dv(w l , • •• , wn) = ~det<wi' wj ) for WI, ..• , Wn positively oriented; 
that is, det<w i , w,) > 0 and is extended to all WI' ••. , Wn by skew symmetry 
and multilinearity. 

Recall that the volume of the parallelopiped spanned by n vectors WI, ••• , Wn 

in IRn is ~det<wl' Wi)' The tensor dv is completely anti symmetric to reflect the 
same property of the determinant: it vanishes if any Wi = 0 and therefore if dv 
is to be linear in each WI, it must change sign if two w;'s are interchanged. 

In terms of a general (oriented) coordinate system in IR\ 5.8 reads 

dv = ~det gab (dx l ® dx 2 ® dx 3
)antisymmetrized _ ~det gab dx l /'o-dx 2 

/'0- dx3
• 

(Section 1.7 elaborates on this notation.) 

5.9 Definition The mass form is defined by m = p dv (each of m and p 
depends on (x, t». Also, let mRef = PRef dV, the mass form of the reference 
configuration. 

Using the mass form we can express conservation of mass entirely in terms 
of pull-backs. 

5.10 Proposition Conservation of mass is equivalent to 

Proof rp*m = rp*(p dv) = (porp),p* dv. (The pull-back of a product is the 
product of the pull-backs.) We claim that rp* dv = J dV, from which it follows 
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that ifJ*m = m Ref is equivalent to p(x, t)J(X, t) = PRef(X)-that is, conserva
tion of mass. To prove the claim we use the definitions of pull-back and dv: 

(ifJ* dv)(W1 , W2, W3) = dv(DifJ,WIo DifJ,'W2, DifJ,'W3) 

= [det(DifJ,' Wi' DifJ,' W i )]!/2 

[ ( 
aifJa aifJb )JI12 

= det gab aXAWfaxBW7 

= /~. a(ifJI, ifJ2, ifJ3). jdet(GABWfW7) 
'\/ gab a(XI, X2, X3) 'V det(GAB) 

= J(t, X) dV(W1 , W2, W3). I 

These ideas are concisely treated using differential forms and the Lie deri
vative in Section 1.7. 

Problem 5.2 Write out the equation of continuity in spherical coordinates 
in 1R3. 

Box 5.1 ConserJ'at;on of Mass for Slrells and tire Second 
Fundamental Form24 

The expressions for dv and dV make sense on an arbitrary Rieman
nian manifold as does the definition of conservation of mass. The 
equivalence with pJ = PRef and ifJ*m = mRef remains valid. However, 
the equation of continuity requires revision; indeed, it does not make 
sense as stated, since div v is not always defined. In fact, v is a vector 
tangent to S defined at points of ifJ,«(J3), so if (J3 and S have different 
dimensions, div v does not make sense. 

By definition, a shell is a body (J3 that is a two-manifold in 1R3 = S. 
Physically, it is a sheet whose thickness is being ignored. The correct 
form of the equation of continuity depends on the second fundamental 
form of an embedded hypersurface (in our case, the shell), so we con
sider first some relevant geometry. 

5.11 Definition Let;)IT and ~ be Riemannian manifolds, ;)IT c ~ 
with dim ~ = dim ;)IT + 1. The Riemannian structure on ;)IT is assumed 
to equal that obtained from ;no The second fundamental form of ;)IT is 

the ( ~ ) tensor k on ;)IT such that 

Ir-k-(-W-
I
-, W-

2
)-=-(V-

w
-,-n,-w-

2
-)-x,---', 

24The standard reference for shells is Naghdi [1972]. 
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where V is the covariant derivative on;n, WI, W2 E Txml, and n is the 
unit outward normal of ml. (We assume ml is oriented; that is, it has a 
well defined "outward" normal.) 

5.12 Proposition We have 

(i) k(WI> W2) = -<VW ,W2 , n), (Weingarten equation) 
(ii) k is a symmetric tensor, and 

(iii) in coordinates (Xl, ... , xn+ I) for which xn+ I is the outward 
normal direction to ml, and such that en+ I = n, 

k - n+ I - 1 agab (1 < b < ) ab - -Yab -""2 aXn+ 1 - a, _ n . 

Proof (i) Since W2 is parallel to ml, <W2 , n) = O. 
Hence 

0= VW ,<W2 , n) = <VW ,W2 , n) + <W2 , Vw,n). 

(ii) follows from (iii), so we prove (iii); indeed, by (i), 

k - <t7 e n) - yc ~n+ I _ yn+ I ab - - Veo., b, - - ab U c - - ab • 

Using the explicit formula for YZc in terms of gab (see the proof of 4.24 
or 3.29) yields the last equality. I 

For a surface in space, K = tr k, the trace of k, is called the mean 
curvature (sum of the principal curvatures; the eigenvalues of k) and 
det k (product of the principal curvatures) is called the Gaussian cur
vature. [Aside: The second fundamental form provides the link between 
the connections and curvatures on ml and ;n, through the Gauss
Codazzi equations: 

(i) (;r()Rabcd = (ml)R abcd + kbdkac - kadkbc (1 < a, b, c, d < n), 
(ii) (;r()VW ,W2 - (ml)VW ,W2 = - k(W" W2 )n. 

These are not hard to prove: for these and related formulas, see any 
book in Riemannian geometry, such as Yano [1970].] 

Now we return to our main concern-conservation of mass. As in 
5.7, the equation of continuity boils down to a computation of aJ/at. 
The definition of J in general is J dV = rp* dv, where dv is the volume 
element on rp,(ffi); 5.3 remains valid. Also, rp* dv = volume element of 
(rp*g = CI) from the definition of pull-back and 5.8. Write p(rp*g) for 
the volume element of rp*g. By the computation in 5.4, 

; det(gab(t» = tr(~Jt) det(gab)· 

Thus ~~ dV = !p(rp*g) tr(%t rp~g) = ~ tr(:trp~g )rp* dv. 
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This calculation proves the following abstract result: 

5.13 Proposition Let CB and g be general Riemannian manifolds and 
CPt an embedded CI motion of CB in g. Then 

~; = ~ tre (!t cp:g )J = D ABBABJ, 

where the trace is taken using the metric cp:g and B' = (C~t I. 

To apply this to shells, let v be the spatial velocity and n the unit 
normal. Decompose v into a component parallel to cp,(CB) and a compo
nent normal to it (see Figure 1.5.1): 

Figure 1.5.1 

We must compute (a/at)cpt*g, that is, (a/at)CAB. Write 2D~ = (a/at)cp:'g 
as before. 

5.14 Proposition For shells, the rate of deformation tensor is 

2D~ = CP:«VVII)~ + [(VVII)~]T + 2vnk), 

that is, 2DAB = (V!lb + v~la)FaAPB + 2vnkabFaAFbB' 

where k is the second fundamental form. 

Proof CAB = gabFaAFbB, so, as in 3.28, 

2D (agab c + avc + aVC)Fa Fb AB = axc v gcb axa gac aXb A B 

= (Valb + Vbla)FaAFbB· 
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But Vv = V(vu + vnn) = VVu + VVn (29 n + vnVn. The covariant deri
vative here is on S. Since n is orthogonal to cp,«(J3), the second term pulls 
back to zero. Since (Vn)~ = k, and k is symmetric, we get the result. I 

We shall write 'V for the covariant derivative on cP,((J3) to avoid 
confusion with the covariant derivative V on S. However, VVII and 'VVII 
differ by k(vll'· )n, which is normal to cp,«(J3) and hence has zero pull-back 
to (J3. Thus cp:'(Vvu) = CP:'('VVII)' Since the divergence of Vu on cP,«(J3) is 
given by div VII = tr('VvlI), 5.14 yields 

trc D = cp:'(div VII) + cp:'(vn tr k) = (div VII)oCP, + (vn tr k)ocp,. 

Substituting in 5.13 using pJ = PRer gives the following: 

5.15 Theorem Conservation of mass for shells is equivalent to the 
equation of continuity for shells: 

I p + p d1V VII + PVn tr k = 0 I 
where p = aplat + V p·v, k is the secondfundamentalform of the surface 
cp,«(J3), andtr k is its mean curvature. 

Prohlem 5.3 Suppose cp,«(J3) is a sphere in !R 3 with radius ret). Given 
PRef, derive a formula for p(x, t) by elementary considerations. Verify that 
5.15 holds by explicitly computing k for a sphere of radius ret). 

Ans: kab = [r .0 J in spherical coordinates. o r sm 2cp 

Prohlem 5.4 Derive the equation of continuity for a wire-that is, when 
(J3 c !R 3 is a I-manifold. You will need the Frenet formulas from a 
geometry text. 

Prohlem 5.5 If (J3 c S is open, but the metric on S is time dependent, 
show that the equation of continuity becomes 

p + p div V + ~ tr(~~) = O. 

Box 5.2 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.5 

Conservation of Mass for Simple Bodies 

d
d 1 p(x, t) dv = 0 ('U c (J3) 
t !I,('ll) 
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Jacobian J(X, t) 
cf>* dv = JdV 

Volume Element 
dv(w 1, • •• , wn) 

= ,j"-de-:-t('Tw- I
-, w-

j
') 

Mass Form 
m =pdv 

Conservation of Mass 
cf>:'m = m Rof 

Rate of Change of Jacobian 
Simple Bodies: 

~; = (div v)J 

Shells: 

~; = ~ trc(%tcf>:g)J 

= (div VII + Vn tr k)J 

v = VII + Vnn 

Second Fundamental Form: 
k(Wb W2 ) = (VW1n, W2 ) 

= -(VW,W2' n) 
Equation of Continuity 

Simple Bodies: 
Ii + p div V = 0 

Shells: 

Ii + p(div VII + Vn tr k) 
=0 

dv = ,jdet gab dx 1 A ... A dxn 

m = p,jdet gab dx 1 A ... A dxn 

(pocf»J = PRof 

~; = «VII)a1a + vnk·a)J, where co

ordinates are on cf>t(CS3) (a = 1,2); 

{
Va = Vii (a = 1, 2) 
v3 = Vn 

and the third coordinate is ortho
gonal to cf>lCS3). 

k - n+l _ 1 agab 
ab - -Yab - 2 axn+1 

1.6 FLOWS AND LIE DERIVATIVES 

We shall begin by defining the notion of a tangent vector to a curve c within the 
context of manifold theory. Heretofore the tangent has been denoted dcfdt. 
Strictly speaking, this is not an appropriate notation for a tangent vector in a 
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manifold since it omits the base point of the vector. If S is an n-dimensional 
differentiable manifold and c: £1---> S is a smooth curve, where £1 is an open 
interval of the real line, then in a coordinate chart {xa}, dc/dt = (dcl/dt, ... , 
dcn/dt) , the "vector part" of the tangent vector. To develop the appropriate 
notion of tangent vector we apply the tangent map T to c. (The interval £1 may 
be viewed as a differentiable manifold and thus Tc: T£1 ---> TS.) By definition of 
the tangent of a map, Tc(r, s) = (c(r), (dc/dt)(r)s), where (r, s) E £1 X IR = T£1 
is a tangent vector to £1. Since we ultimately want the vector part of the tangent 
vector to be simply dc/dt, we evaluate Tc on the unit vector based at r: Tc(r, 1) = 
(c(r), (dc/dt)(r)). Thus Tc(·, 1): £1 ---> TS is what we meant when we discussed 
the tangent vector to the curve c. The use of dc/dt in place ofTc(·, 1) is a frequent 
abuse of notation in manifold theory, which we shall follow. 

6.1 Definition Let w: '11 ---> TS be a vector field, where '11 is an open subset 
of S. A curve c: £1 ---> S, where £1 is an open interval, is called an integral curve of 
w if for every r E £1 

dc 
dt (r) = w(c(r)). 

6.2 Proposition Let w be a Ck vector field on 'U (open in S), where k > 1. 
Then for each x E 'U there exists an E > 0 and a Ck+1 integral curve Cx of w 
defined on (-E, E) such that cx(O) = x. Furthermore, Cx is unique in the sense that 
if Ex satisfies the same conditions, but is defined on an interval (-e, e) (e> 0), 
then c x = ex on the intersection of the intervals. 

Proof Let {x"} be a coordinate system about a point pES. Then c~= 
xa(c(r)), so by the chain rule, 

dca 

di'(r) = dxa(Tcx(r, 1)) = dxa(w(cx(r))) = wa(cir)), 

for each r E (-E, E). Also, c~(O) = xa(cx(O)) = xa(p). This is a system of n 
ordinary differential equations with given initial conditions. Since w is Ck, so are 
the wa's (this is what w being Ck means), and thus by the fundamental existence 
theorem of ordinary differential equations,2s there exist Ck+ 1 functions c~ satisfy
ing the differential equations and initial conditions. These functions are unique 
in the sense spelled out in the hypotheses. I 

6.3 Generalization If w depends upon the "time variable" r itself-that is, 
if w: 'U X (-E, E) -> TS-we define an integral curve by 

dc 
dt = w(c(t), t). 

2SSee any of the standard references on analysis or ordinary differential equations, for 
example, Marsden [1974a] or Hartman [1973]. 
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If w depends upon t in a Ck manner, then the conclusions of the previous propo
sition still hold. 

6.4 Example Let v: ¢J,«J3) x (-E, E) -> TS denote the spatial (Eulerian) 
velocity vector field of a regular motion ¢J, with ¢Jo = identity. An integral curve 
of v through X E (J3 c S is given by the motion; that is, ¢Jx(t) is an integral 
curve of v: 

d!tx = T¢Jx(t, 1) = (¢Jx(t), ; ¢Jx(t)) = v(¢JxCt), t) 

and ¢JxCO) = X. 

6.5 Definition Let w: S x f1 ---> TS be a Ck vector field with f1 and S as 
before. The collection of maps lfI"s such that for each s and x, t ~ lfI, . .(x) is an 
integral curve of wand lfIs,s<x) = x is called the flow or evolution operator of w. 

The flow may be thought of as the totality of integral curves of w. The basic 
existence theory implies that the flow of a Ck vector field is jointly Ck where 
defined. Normally one takes lfI,,.{x) to mean the maximally extended flow-that 
is, with the largest domain possible. 

6.6 Example Let v, be the spatial velocity vector field of a motion ¢J,. Then 
the collection {¢J"s I ¢J"s = ¢J,o¢J-;l: ¢Js«J3) --> ¢J,«J3)} is the flow of v. It is clear 
from this definition that ¢J"s0¢J." = ¢J", and that ¢J", = identity, for all r, s, t E 

!R for which the flow is defined. These are properties of flows in general that may 
be verified using uniqueness of integral curves. 

6.7 Remark If the vector field w is time independent, then lfI"s depends 
only on the difference t - s. In this case, one writes lfI,-s = lfI"S) and the flow 
constitutes a local one-parameter group-that is, lfI,olfls = lfI,+s' 

The tangent map of lfI"s is defined in the usual way, as are the push-forward 
and pull-back induced by lfI"s' by merely holding t and s fixed and regarding 
lfIt,s as a mapping of S to S. 

6.8 Definition Let w be a Cl (time-dependent) vector field on S and let 
lfIt,s denote its flow. If t is a Cl (possibly time-dependent) tensor field on S, 
then the Lie derivative26 of t with respect to w is defined by 

26The first uses of the Lie derivative in mechanics that we know of are Cartan [1922] and 
Siebodzinski [1931]. In continuum mechanics the first comprehensive reference we know of is 
Guo Zhong-Heng [1963]. 
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If we hold t fixed in t" we obtain the autonomous Lie derivative: 

6.9 Remark Note that the Lie derivative does not depend on a metric or a 
connection on g,. 

The differentiation dldt in the definition of the Lie derivative makes sense 
since for s fixed, the pull-back oft is a curve of tensors in a fixed linear space. 

Before enumerating general properties of the Lie derivative, we compute it 
in coordinates for a few simple cases. 

6.10 Examples 

(1) Consider the Lie derivative of a function! on g,. In this case, (IJItsf,)(x) 
= f(IJI,"(x), t), and, therefore, 

(L .. f)(x, t) = ('Z (1JI,"(x), t) + ::"(IJI,"(x), t) a~1S(X») L; 
Since IJIs,ix) = lJIis) = x and a~IS(x) = :r 1JI~(t) = W"(lJIx(t), t), we 

have 
af af " (Lwf)(x, t) = -a (x, t) + -a (x, t)W (x, t), 

t x" 

that is, L .. f = af/at + W[f]. 
(2) Let IX be a one-form. Then 

(IJItsIX,)(X) = IXaClJI"s(x), t) a:JS(x)eb(x). 

Thus (L IX)(X t) = [(i.. IX + aIX. alJl~s) alJl~s + IX a21J1~sJI eb. 
.., at· aXe at axb ·at axb ,=s 

Note that from IJIs,s(x) = x, we have (alJl~,s/axb)(x) = (ax·jaxb)(x) = a"b' 
We also need to note that if W is a Cl vector field, 

a21J1~ s _ a alJl~ s _ aw" 
at axb - axb at - axb • 

[This uses a general fact: if f(x, y) is a Cl function of two variables 
and af/ax is also Cl, then the mixed partial derivatives exist and com
mute, and a2f/ax ay is continuousY] Combining these results enables 
us to write 

L N _ (aIXa + aIXa b + N aW
b
) a 

.. w - at axb W ""b ax. e. 

Note that throughout, the basis one-form e" is fixed at x and thus is un-

27Por a proof, see, for example, Apostol [1974]. 
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affected by the differentiation. (This is another way of understanding 
that a metric structure of g is not involved in the notion of Lie derivative.) 
Also observe that L",(x' depends on the values of w in a neighborhood of 
the point in question since L",(x' involves partial derivatives of the com
ponents of w. This is to be contrasted with covariant differentiation, for 
which V",(X, depends solely on the value of w at the point in question. 

(3) Finally, we consider the case of a vector field v. Here 

a( -1)b 
(IJItsv,)(x) = va(lJIt . .(x), t) ~~~ (IJIt,sCx»eb(x). 

To compute the Lie derivative we use the formula 

_a_(a(lJIzl)b x) I __ awb 
at axa ('IIt,sC» t~s - axa 

which is obtained in the same way as computing the derivative of the 
inverse of a matrix depending upon a parameter. Thus 

(
aVa ava aWa) 

LwV = 7ft + axbwb - Vb axb ea 

or, in coordinate-free notation, 

L",v = ~~ + [w, v] 

where [ , ] is the Lie bracket of vector fields (see Section 1.2). 

A general coordinate expression can be given for the Lie derivative of a 
tensor of arbitrary type, namely, 

.(L",t)ab"·cde . - a tab"'C + ~tab. ·c Wg 
"f - at de "I aXg de""! 

- tKb"'Cde"'1 ~;; - (all upper indices) 

+ tab"'cge. "f ~:; + (all lower indices). 

This follows by using the computations in the preceding example applied 
to each index. 

The following proposition enables us to express the Lie derivative in terms of 
the covariant derivative. 

6.11 Proposition For a torsion-free connection the partial derivatives of the 
preceding general formula may be replaced by covariance derivatives; that is, 

(L t)ab"'c _ a tgb"'c + tab"'c g .. de'''1 - at de""f de"'/lg W 

- tKb"'cde""fWalg - (all upper indices) 

+ tab"c ge""f Wgld + (all lower indices). 
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Recall that the torsion, Tor, of a connection V is the (0, 2) tensor defined by 
Tor(v, w) = V v W - V wV - [v, w]. Torsion-free simply means that Tor = 0, 
from which it follows that the Christoffel symbols y~c are symmetric; that is, 
Y~c = Y~b' With this fact the proof of the proposition is a simple manipulative 
exercise, which we omit. 

6.12 Corollary (i) Let V be the spatial velocity vector field of a motion if>t 
and g denote a Riemannian metric on S. Then !Lvg = d, 'the spatial rate-of
deformation tensor. 

(U) Let f be a function on S. Then the material derivative is j = Lv!. In par
ticular, LvJ = j = (div v)J, where J is the Jacobian. 

Proof From the general formula of Proposition 6.11, 

(Lvg)ab = !!!taJ! + gablcvC + gcbvCla + g,cvclb' 

(The vertical bar is understood to signify covariant differentiation with respect to 
the Riemannian connection.) Since gable = 0, we have (Lvg).b = Vbl. + V.lb' 
from which the result (i) is immediate; (ii) follows similarly. I 

6.13 Proposition Let" = ,,(g) denote the volume form ofg on S. [Recall that 
,,(g) = (det gab)1/2 dx 1 A dx2 A ... A dxn, where the wedge notation refers to 
the skew symmetrization of dXI @ dX2 @ ... @ dxn.] Then V v" = 0 and Lv" = 
(div v)". 

This proposition is another way of formulating j = (div v)J. We return to 
this point and give more details in Section 1.7. 

We now enumerate some general properties of the Lie derivative. 

6.14 Proposition 

(i) Ifw andt are Ck (k > 1), then Lwt is a Ck-l tensor field of the same 
type as t. 

(ii) Symmetries and skew symmetries oft are also possessed by Lwt. 
(iii) Let tl and t2 be tensor fields of the same type. Then Lw(t l + t 2) = 

Lwtl + Lwt 2 • 

(iv) Lw is a derivation: Lw(t l @ t z) = L",t( @ t z + t 1 @ L",tz' 
(v) Let WI and W z be vector fields. Then .c""+W2 = .c"" + .c"". 

(vi) L .. commutes with contractions. 
(vii) L",w = dw/at, that is, .c",w = o. 

(viii) Let f be a C2 function and let df denote the differential of f; that is, 
df = (af/ax') dx'. Then L",df = d(L"f). 

(ix) If t is a general tensor and 'I' is a d~ffeomorphism, then 'I'*(.c"t) = 
.c1l'<",('I'*t). 

(x) Thefollowing holds: (d/dt)('I'~stt) = 'I'~s(L",t). 
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The proofs are relatively simple verifications, using the definitions or coor
dinate formulas, so we leave them as exercises. 

6.15 Definition A map IJI: S --> S is called an isometry of a metric g, if lJI*g 
= g. A vector field w is a Killing vector field 28 (or infinitesimal isometry) if 
each map IJIt.s of the flow of w is an isometry is S. 

6.16 Proposition If w is a Killing vector field, then Lwg = 0, and conversely. 

Proof If w is a Killing field, then 

Lwg = (~ lJI~sg) Ls = 0 

since IJIt.s is an isometry. The converse follows from 6.14(x). I 

6.17 Remark A Killing vector field w therefore satisfies Killing's Equation 
wal b + wbl a = 0 (its covariant derivative is skew symmetric). 

Problem 6.1 Let S = !R 3 with the usual metric. Show that S possesses 
six linearly independent Killing vector fields: namely, ajazi (i = 1,2,3) 
and Zi ajazj - zj ajazi (i,j = 1,2,3; i *- j). Show that the most general 
form of a time-dependent isometry corresponding to these Killing vectors 
is 

IJI;(X) = ci(t) + Qilt)zj(x), 

where the ci's are components of a c= curve c: !R --> S and the Qi /s are 
the components of a c= curve of orthogonal matrices. 

Problem 6.2 Consider the vector fields t = xi - xyj and w = x 2i - yj 
in the plane. Calculate £w t using 6.11. Also calculate the flow of w explicitly 
and verify that Definition 6.8 holds. 

Problem 6.3 Define.e", V for a connection V [see Problem 4.8(iii)]. Show 
that £", V = VVw + W· R; that is, (.e w V)~c = walblc + wdRadbc ' (This can 
be used as a basis for the introduction of curvature.) 

Box 6.1 Objective Rates: An Application of Lie Derivatives 

The subject of objective rates has been a controversial. one in con
tinuum mechanics. All so-called objective rates of second-order 
tensors are in fact Lie derivatives. Observe in the following formulas 
that the operations of raising and lowering indices-which commute 

28After W. Killing [1892J. 
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with a/at and V-do not commute with Lie differentiation. This fact is 
important in understanding this topic. Let a 1 = (Jobea (29 e b be a given 
tensor field on g and let a 2 = (Jabea (29 e b, G 3 = (J°beo (29 e b, and a 4 = 
(Jobea (29 e b, denote its associated tensors (e.g., (Jab = goc(J/, etc.). 
Then the following relations hold: * 

and 

(Lva1)ob = frob - (Jcbvo lc - (J0cvblc 

gOC(LvG 2)/ = frob - (Jodvb ld + (Jdbvdla 

(Lv G 3)0 cgcb = frob - (JdbVo ld + (JadValb 

gOc(Lv a 4)cagdb = frob + (JCbVc1o + (JocVc1b 

where frob = a(J°bjat + (J0b1cVe. 

The tensor LvG 1 has been associated with the name Oldroyd (see 
Oldroyd [1950]) and LvCa 1 (29 p) with the name Truesdell (see Truesdell 
[1955a, b]). We see that all of these tensors are different manifestations 
of the Lie derivative of a. 

Any linear combination of the preceding formulas also qualifies as 
an "objective flux"; for example, 

±((L
V

a 3)aegcb + gOC(LvG 2)/) = frab + (JodWdb - (Jdbwod 

where w O
b are associated components of the spin Wab = ±(va1b - Vbl a)' 

This tensor is associated with the name Jaumann (see Jaumann [1911]). 
We note in passing that, like the Lie derivative in general, the right

hand sides may be expressed without using covariant derivatives. For 
example, 

(L G )ab = a(Jab + a(Jab ve _ (Jcb avo _ (Jac aV
b 

• 
v 1 at axc axc axe 

And if (Jab = (Jba, then 

a(Jab a(Jab ( aVb) 
(Lva1)ab = T + axe V

C 
- 2 x symmetric part of (Jac axc • 

(One seems never to see this in practice, but it could yield savings in 
numerical computations in that it is unnecessary to compute the Chris
toffel symbols.) 

We conclude this box with a general discussion of what we mean by 
objective. 

6.18 Definition Let t be a tensor field (or tensor density) on a mani
fold g and IJI a diffeomorphism of g to another manifold g'. We say 
that t' = lJI*t is the objective transformation of t (i.e., t transforms 
in the usual way under the map IJI). 

*Some of these results were known to Sedov around 1960. 
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6.19 Theorem Let ¢, be a regular motion ofCB in ~ with spatial veloc
ity field v,. Let e, be a motion of ~ in ~', and let ¢; = e,o¢, be the 
superposed motion29 of CB in ~ '. 

Let t be a given time-dependent tensor field on ~ and let t' = e*t, 
that is, transform t objectively. 

Let v' be the velocity field of ¢:. Then 

Lv,t' = e*(Lvt). 

Thus, "objective tensors (or tensor densities) have objective Lie deriva
tive." This is remarkable since v itself is not objective as we shall see 
immediately in the proof. 

Proof We first note that v; = w, + e,*v, where w, is the spatial 
velocity of e,. This follows by differentiating ¢;(X) = e,(¢,(X» in t. 
Now we compute 

Lv,t' = Lw+e.v(e*t) = .cw+e •• (e*t) + ;t (e*t) 

a = e*(.cvt) + .cw(e*t) + Tt(e*t) = e*(.cvt) + LwCe*t) 

= ei.cvt) + ~ e~s(e,*t,) Ls 
= e*(.cvt) + ~ (etOe;I)*(e,*t,)I,~s (see 6.6) 

= e*(.cvt) + ~ es*t, I,~s 

= e*(.cvt + ~ t, L) = e*(Lvt). I 

In order to master the proof fully, a coordinate computation may 
also be done. We do so in case t is a vector field t. Let {xa} be coordi
nates on ~, {e"} be coordinates on ~', and write e" for the coordinates 
of e. From ¢'" = e,,(¢a(x, t» we get v'" = w" + (ae"jaxQ)va. Since to 
is objective, t '" 0= (ae"jaxa)ta. From our coordinate formulas for the 
Lie derivative, 

(L t ')" - at'" + at''' 1ft _ tift §v': 
v' -- at aep v aep 

29If the reader prefers, think of ~t passively as a time-dependent chart of S so that 4>; is the 
same motion viewed at in a different chart (an observer transformation). This is the same idea 
as representing a matrix as either a linear transformation (active) or as a change of basis 
(passive). See Box 4.1, Section 1.4. 
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= ~ (a~a. ta) + ~ (a~'" ta) (wp + a~p Vb) 
at,axa a~p axa axb 

- (~~:ta) a~p(wa. + ~~:Vb) 
= (~wa.)ta + (_ ~ t''''WP + a~a. ata) + ~ (a~a. ta)wp 

axa a~p axa at a~p axa 

a~p a aw'" a (a~'" a) a~p b a~p a a (a~'" b) - axa t ar;P + ~ axa t (}xbV - axot d[P"NV . 
The second term is there because t'''' has an explicit time dependence 
through ~t-I. All terms cancel except those for (a~P/axo)(Lvt)a-that is, 
~*(Lvt)-so we get the result. The reader may do the same computation 
for one-forms or two-tensors. 

As a corollary, all the "objective fluxes" discussed earlier are objec
tive tensors with this proviso: if the metric tensor gab, or gab appears 
explicitly on the left hand side and the rates are to transform like tensors 
with the same gab resulting after the transformation, ~ must be an 
isometry at the point of interest. In this sense, there are two levels of 
objectivity, objectivity with respect to ditfeomorphisms, and objectivity 
with respect to isometries. The Oldroyd and Truesdell rates are objective 
with respect to ditfeomorphisms while the remaining rates discussed 
above are objective with respect to isometries. Rates which are objective 
with respect to ditfeomorphisms are called covariant. This subject of 
covariance is taken up in Sections 2-4 and 3-3. 

Box 6.2 Summary of Important Formulas for Section 1.6 

Tangent Vector to a Curve 
c: d -> S 

~~ = Tc(t, J) EO Te(oS 

Integral Curve of w 

~~- = w(c(t» 

Flow (Evolution operator) IfIt.s of w 

d~;.s(x) = W(lfIt./x» 

IfIs.ix) = x 

tt;a = wa(c 1(t), ... , cn(t» 

(a = J, 2, ... , n) 

(IfIt.ix»a = ca(t), where CO is an 
integral curve with ca(s) = xa 
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Flow Associated wtih a Motion if>, 
if>"s = if>,oqr;l = flow of the spatial velocity v, 

Lie Derivative of a Time-Dependent Tensor t 
at (Lwt)ab'''cde '' 1 Lwt = at + .cwt a 

__ ~tab"'c + tab .. ·c If 
d I - at de' 'faXIf de .. fW 

Lwt = dt (lJI~st,) '=s a 
d I - tlfb"'c de .. ·f a;; 

.cwt = -d (IJItsts) , 
t '=$ - (all upper indices) 

where 1JI"s is the flow awlf 
+ tab .. ·c _ 

of w Ife"'faxd 

+ (all lower indices) 

_ a tab"'c + tab .. ·c If 
- -ai de .. ·f de"'fIIfW 

- tlfb"'cde"1Walg 
- (all upper indices) 
+ tab"'c1e'''fWlfld 
+ (all lower indices) 

(using any torsion-free connection). 

av av 
For a vector field, Lwv = at + [IV, v] = at + (Vwv - Vvw). 

For a differential form ~, L,,~ = diw~ + iwd~ (see Section 1.7). 
Rate of Deformation Tensor 

d= !Lvg 

Material Derivative 

j=Lv! 

Jacobians and Lie Derivatives 
LvJ = j = (div v)J 
J = Jacobian determinant of if>, 

Properties of Lie Differentiation 

Lw(t1 + t 2) = Lwtl + L"t2 

j = (Val a)] 

J = det(PA ) 

Lw(t l ® t 2) = Lwtl ® t2 + tl ® L"t2 

L"df= dLwf 
.cw,+w,t = .c",t + .cw,t 

1JI*(.c,. t) = .c\ll*" lJI*t 

~ (1JI~$t,) = lJI~s(L,.t) 
Killing's Equations 

L"g=O 
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(The flow of w consists of isometries if and only if Killing's equations 
hold.) 

Objective Tensors 
Transformation rule 

t' = c;*t 

Lie Derivatives 
Lv,t' = C;*Lvt 

(The Lie derivative of an objective tensor is objective.) 

1.7 DIFFERENTIAL FORMS AND THE PIOLA 
TRANSFORMATION 

Skew-symmetric covariant tensors are called differential forms. They have a 
rich algebraic and differential structure with many applications to the physical 
sciences. 3o We shall consider some of these here. One of the principal applica
tions is to the Piola transformation-a fundamental operation relating the 
material and spatial descriptions of a continuous medium. We shall consider a 
few other applications as well, to Hamiltonian systems and variational princi
pies; these are treated with more specific reference to continuum mechanics in 
Chapter 5. We shall also consider volume elements, integration, Stokes' 
theorem and Gauss' theorem in the language of differential forms. 

7.1 Definition A k-form on a manifold ;)IT is a ( Z ) tensor ~ on ;)IT that is 

skew symmetric; that is, for X E ;)IT, 

~x: ~x;)IT X ... X Tx~ ----> IR 
k c~pies 

is a multilinear mapping and 

~X(W"(l)' W,,(2l> ... , W,,(k» = (sgn 1I:)a,xCW l> ••• , Wk) 

for any WI>' .. , Wk E TxmI and any permutation 11: on {I, ... ,k}, where 
sgn 11: is the sign of 11: ( + I or - I according to whether 11: is an even or odd permu
tation). One also refers to a k-form as a differential k-form or simply as a differ
entialform. We write ~(X) = ~x for the value of ~ at X E mI, and leave off the 
argument X when convenient. 

In terms of components, skew symmetry means the following: if any two 
indices of the components (XA""A. are interchanged, then (XA,,,.Ak changes sign. 

3 OSee, for example, Cartan [1922], Gallissot [1958], Flanders [1963], and Abraham and 
Marsden [1978]. 
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Ifwe skew-symmetrize the tensor product, we get the following basic algebraic 
operation on differential forms. 

7.2 Definition Let at be a k-form and P an I-form. Define the (k + 1)
form at A p, called their wedge or exterior product, by 

(at A P)(W!, ... , Wk, Wk+I, . .. , Wk+l) = 
I 

k ' I' 1: (sgn n)at(W,,(1)," . , W,,(k»P(W,,(k+I)" .. ,W,,(k+I»' 
• • alln 

There are several possible' choices of normalization factor.31 The one chosen 
here gives the equivalent formula 

(at A P)(WI> ... , Wk, Wk+I>' .. , Wk+l ) 

= 1:' (sign n)at(W,,(1), ... , W,,(k»P(W,,(k+ I), ••• , W,,(k+l) 

where 1:' denotes the sum over permutations satisfying nO) < ... < n(k) and 
n(k + 1) < ... < n(k + I). 

The wedge product A is associative, at A CP A y) = (at A P) A y, and 
satisfies the following commutation relation: at A P = C ~ lY/p A at. These are 
algebraic verifications that we shall omit. (If you get stuck, consult, for example, 
Abraham and Marsden [1978].) Some algebraic relationships which help in 
understanding the wedge product are contained in the following problem. 

Problem 7.1 

(i) If at is a two-form and P a one-form, show that 

(at A P)(WI' Wz, W3) = at(WI' WZ)P(W3 ) ~ at(Wi> W3)P(WZ) 

+ at(Wz, W3)P(W1). 

(ii) If at, p, and yare one-forms, 

(at A P A Y)(WI' Wz, W3 ) 

= at(W1)P(W2)y(W3) + at(WZ)P(W3)y(WJ 

+ at(W3)P(W1)y(W2 ) ~ at(WZ)P(W1)y(W3) 

~ at(W1)P(W3)y(WZ) ~ at(W3)P(WZ)y(W1). 

(iii) In coordinates, if at is a k-form, show that 

at = iIIXA''''AkdXA1A.'' AdXA. 

1: (XA''''Ak dXA, A ..• A dXAk 
At<···<Ak 

3 I Some books (e.g. Kobayashi and Nomizu [1963]) use the factor l/(k + I)! here. This 
convention leads to awkward factors in subsequent formulas however. 
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where the summation is over all indices AI," . ,Ak satisfying 
AI < .,. < A k • 

(iv) In [R3, if ot and P are one-forms, show that the coefficients of 
ot A P in the standard basis are components of the cross product 
of ot and p. 

(v) For mappings ¢: mI --> m and IJI: £ ----> mI, and differential 
forms ot and P on m, verify that ¢*(ot ® P) = ¢*ot ® ¢*p, 
¢*(ot A P) = ¢*ot A ¢*p, and (¢olJl)*ot = 1JI*(¢*ot). 

7.3 Definition If W is a vector field on mI and ot is a k-form, the contraction 
of W with the first index of ot is called the interior product and is denoted by 

iwot or W --1 ot. 

Thus iwot is a (k - I)-form given by 

Some properties of this contraction are given in the next problem: 

Problem 7.2 (i) On [R3 and in Euclidean coordinates, let dv be the volume 
element (dv = dx A dy A dz), and let ot = (Xx dx + (Xy dy + (xz dz and 
P = Px dx + py dy + pz dz. Let v = (ocypz - OCZpy); - (ocxPz - rtzPJi + 
(OCXPy - ocyPJk, be the cross product. Show that ot A P = iv dv. 

(ii) Prove that if ot is a k-form, iw(ot A P) = (iwot) A P + (-l)kot A 

iwp· 
(iii) Show that 

,. '" - 1 WbN dxa, A . . . A dxak 
W"" - (k _ I)! ""ba,···ak . 

The three most important types of differentiation in tensor analysis are: 
covariant differentiation V, Lie differentiation .cw, and exterior differentiation 
d. We have already met the first two and now turn to d. The exterior derivative 
generalizes the notion of gradient, divergence, and curl to differential forms. 
We want it to capture the identities div curl = 0 and curl grad = 0 as well as 
d being a derivative. 

7.4 Theorem Given a manifold mI, there is a unique linear operator d taking 
(smooth) k-forms ot on mI to (smooth)(k + l)-forms dot on mI such that: 

(i) d(dot) = 0; 
(ii) d(ot A P) = (dot) A P + (-l)kot A dP; 
(iii) for functions!, df coincides with the differential off as defined in Section 

1.2; and 
(iv) if'll c mI is open, then d(ot I 'll) = (dot) I CU. 
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Proof First we show uniqueness by using these properties to derive a formula 
for da,. Let 

(we can pass to a local chart by virtue of (iv». Then since d dXA = 0 we get 

da, = ~dNA A AdXA, A··· AdXA, k! v. I'" k 

Thus, if there is such a d, it is unique. To show that d exists, define it by this 
formula. One has to show that da, is a tensor (i.e., transforms properly) and 
satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). These are all straightforward. For example, to prove (i), 
we use the above formula for d twice: 

But 

d da, = ~ _a2rxA~' dXe A dXB A dXA, A ... A dXAk 
k! axe aXB 

a2(tAI."Ak 
axeaxB 

is symmetric in Band C (by the equality of mixed partial derivatives) and 
dXe A dXB is skew symmetric. Therefore, the sum vanishes. I 

There is a useful coordinate-free formula for d (due to Palais [1954]): If 
Wo, WI, ... , Wk are vector fields, then 

k 

da,(Wo, ... , Wk ) = I: (-IYW,[a,(Wo, ... , W;-I, Wi+l, ... , Wk )] 
i=O ., 

Wi missing 

+ I: (-ly+ja,([Wi' Wj], Wo, . .. , Wk )· i<j ______ 

Wi' Wj omitted 

This can be verified using the coordinate expressions of each side; we omit the 
details. 

Problem 7.3 In Euclidean coordinates (x, y, z) on [R3, establish: 

(i) gradf = (df)'; 
(ii) div v is such that d(iu dv) = (div v) dv, where dv = dx A dy 

Adz; and 
(iii) d(v') = ivxu dv. 

Use dd = 0 to show that curl grad = 0 and div curl = O. 
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Problem 7.4 On [R4 with coordinates (t, x, y, z) let F = E~ A dt + 
iB(dx A dy A dz) (the Faraday two-form), and *F = -BI A dt + 
iE(dx A dy A dz) (the Maxwell two-form), Show that Maxwell's equa
tions may be written dF = 0, d(*F) = 4n*J, where *J =iidt A dx A 

dyAdz) and P = pdt + jadxa. 

7.5 Proposition If ifJ: ;m~--> ;n is a (smooth) mapping and ot is a k-form on 
;n, then ifJ* dot = difJ*ot; that is, pull-back commutes with exterior differentiation. 

Proof First we verify this for functions f. But ifJ*f = foifJ and so, by the 
chain rule, d(ifJ*f) = d(foifJ) = df· TifJ = ifJ*df In general, let 

ot = i!(J,a,"'ak dx·' A ,., A dxak , 

Since ifJ*(ot A P) = ifJ*ot A ifJ*P and difJ*f = ifJ*dJ, 

A.*ot = ~N oA. drt-a, A .. , A -'A.ak 
'P k! INa,,, 'ak 'P 'P "'P 

(where ifJa stands for xaoifJ), Using properties of d, 

difJ*ot = ~ a(J,a,"ak aifJb dXA A difJa, A ... A difJak 
k! axb aXA 

= i! a~~~ akifJ*(dxb) A ifJ* dxa, A ... A ifJ* dxok 

= ifJ*(~ a(J,a, " 'a, dxb A dxa, A ... A dxa,) = ifJ*dot I 
k! aXb • 

Next we shall establish the basic link between the exterior derivative d and 
the Lie derivative .c. 

7.6 Theorem Let ot be a k-form on ;n and w a vector field on ;n. Then 

I .c",ot = di",ot + i",dot, that is, .c", = di", + i",d. I 

This formula is one of several "magic formulas" of Cartan [1922]. 

Proof From Section 1.6 we have 

(.c) - arxa,"'ak b + aw
b + ( III . d' ) ",ot .,'''., - -aT w (J,b.""a, (}xa, a ower In Ices. 

On the other hand, from our formulas for d and i"" 

(di",ot + i",dot) = d((k ~ I)! wbrxb.,"'ak dx·' A ... A dxa,) 

+ ~ (wb a(J,., " '.k dx.' A ... A dX.k 
k! aXb 

+ w·, arxa,.,"a, dxb A dx·' A dx·' A· .• A dX·k - ... + ... ). 
aXb 
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In this expression the derivative from rx in the first term cancels the last group of 
k terms (which are all equal). Therefore, this simplifies to 

1 aw
b 

N d a, A d a, '" Ada. (k_I)!()xa,""'ba,oooa, X X /,... X 

+ .l wb a(X,a.r..:..:.!!Jr dxa, A dxa, A . . . A dxa• 
k! aXb . 

Since the expression for (.cwrx)a,oooa, is skew symmetric in aI' ... ,ak , 

.c,,~ = ~! wb a~~~oa, dxa, A ... A dxa, 

+ ~! ((X,ba, 0 000, :;~ + (all lower indices)) dxa1 A ... A dxa• 

I b a(X,a,oo'a. dxa, A A d a, =k!WaT .. , X 

+ I aW
b 

N d a, A Ada. (k _ I)! axa1""'ba",oa, X • •• X 

since all the lower index terms are equal. Thus the two expressions agree. I 

7.7 Corollary .cwd = d.c". 

Proof 

.c" d~ = diw(d~) + i" d(d~) = diw(d~) = d(i" d~ + di,,~) = d.c,,~. I 

Box 7.1 Summary of Identities Relating d, iw, and.c" 
for Differential Forms 

1. (a) dod = 0, (b) i"i" = 0 
2. (a) d(~ AP) = drx AP + (-l)krx AdP, ~ a k-form 

(b) i..(~ A P) = i,,~ A P + (-l)k~ A i"cx. 
(c) .c..(~ A P) = .c,,~ A P + rx A .cwP 

3. (a) rp*(~ A P) = rp*~ A rp*P 
(b) rp*d~ = drp*~ 
(c) rp*i,,~ = i¢.wrp*~ (if rp is regular) 
(d) rp* .cw~ = .c¢."rp*~ (if ¢ is regular) 

k 

4. (a) d~(wo, WI, ... , wk ) .C' I: (-l)iwi[rx(wo, .. . , wk )] 
i ".' 0 '---v----' 

Wi missing 
+ I: (-ly+j~([Wi' wJ, Wo,'" ,wk ) 

i <j '---v----' 

W;, Wj missing 
and in a chart, 

k 

(b) (d~Uwo, ... , wk ) = I: (-lYD(X,x' wi'(WO, ••• , wk ) 
j~ 0 '---v----' 

Wi missing 
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k 

5. (.cwa)(w 1, •.. , wk) = W[IX(WJ> ••. , wk)] - ~ a(w1, • •• , [w, w;], . .. , wk) 

([W, wJ is in the ith slot of a). 
6. (a) .cw = iwd + diw 

(b) .cwd = d.cw 
(c) .c[w,v]a = .cw.c.a - .cv.cwa 
(d) ilW,v]a = .cwiva - iv.cwa 
(e) .crwa = f.cwa + df A iwa 

i=l 

In the boxes that follow we present two applications of differential forms 
which are of interest in mechanics. 

Box 7.2 The Poincare Lemma and Variational Principles 

A differential form a is called closed if da = 0 and exact if a = d~ 
for a form ~. Since d 2 = 0, every exact form is closed. The converse is 
not true. (For example, the form a = x dy - y dx restricted to the 
unit circle is closed but is not exact, for its line integral-in the sense 
of advanced calculus-is 2n * 0. Locally a = dO, where 0 is angular 
measure.) 

7.8 Poincare Lemma Let a be a closed k-form on a manifold ;m:. 
Then in some neighborhood a/each point, a is exact. 

Proof (cl Moser [1965]) Using coordinates, it suffices to prove the 
lemma on a ball 'U centered at the origin in [Rn. Consider the radial 
motion given by ¢,(X) = tx. For t > 0, ¢, is a regular mapping of[Rn to 
itself. The velocity field of ¢, is v,(x) = xlt. (x means the vector from the 
origin to the point x.) From .c. = i.d + div and the flow definition of 
Lie derivatives, 

; ¢:a = ¢:.cva = ¢:(diva + i.da) = ¢:(di.a) 

= d(¢nrx) (by 7.5). 

(since da = 0) 

Integrating from t =- 0+ to t = 1, noting ¢1 = Identity, gives a = 

d f (¢,*;.a) dt, so we can choose ~ = f ¢:iva dt. Explicitly, 
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It follows that in [R3, if V X v = 0, then v = Vffor somefand that 
if div v = 0, then v = V X IV for some IV; these are well-known results 
in vector calculus. 
Note. We proved the Poincare lemma for finite dimensional manifolds; 
essentially the same proof works in infinite dimensional spaces as well. 

We now apply the Poincare lemma to a problem in the calculus of 
variations. (We return to this topic in Chapter 5.) Let us first recall how 
the Euler-Lagrange equations for a Lagrangian £(q, q) may be regarded 
as the equations for a critical point. Let Q denote the space of all paths 
q(t) EO [Rn with 0 < t < T and q(O) and q(T) fixed at specified values. 
Then Q is an infinite-dimensional space, but let us apply calculus to it 
in any case. (This points out the need to generalize our ideas to infinite 
dimensions which we do in Chapter 4.) The tangent space to Q is 
obtained by differentiating a curve q). in Q and thus consists of all vector 
functions h(. ), which are zero at t = 0 and t = T. Define 

L: Q -> [R by L(q) = s: £(q(t), q(t)) dt. 

7.9 Proposition A curve q(.) EO Q is a critical point of L; that is, 
DL(q) = 0 if and only if the Euler-Lagrange equations hold: 

d a£ a£ . 
dt aqi -- aqi = ° (z = I, ... , n). 

(Allfunctions appearing are assumed continuous.) 

Proof Let us differentiate L in the direction h using the chain rule: 

DL(q)·" 0-= -b L(q+ Ah)!)_co 

= :f;. (T £(q(t) + AIl(t), q(t) - Ah(t» dfl!o 
Jo 

=~ f' (~~'h + ~~ .il) dt. 

Since h vanishes at t =c 0 and f = T, we can integrate by parts to get 

j'T (aJ2 d a£) ; 
DL(q)·h~: a -aq- dr aq- .h(f) Ui. 

Thus if the Euler-Lagrange equations hold, ObViOusly DL(q) -" 0. Con
versely, if DL(q)·h ~~ 0 for all h and if a£jaq - (djdt)(a£jaq) -=1-,0, then 
choose a neighborhood about a point to where a£jaq -. (djdr)(a£jaq) 
is nowhere zero (by continuity) and choose a parallel vector h(t) *- 0 in 
this neighborhood and zero outside; then DL(q)·" *- 0. Therefore, if 
DL(q) --= 0, the Euler-Lagrange equations must hold. I 

,-------------------------------------_. 
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Abstracting this, let X be a Banach space, let < , ) be a bilinear form 
(e.g., an inner product) on X, and let A: X ----> X be a given (nonlinear) 
operator. 

7.10 Definition We say A is a potential operator if there is a func
tion L: X --> IR such that dL(x)·v = <A(x), v) for all x in X and 
VEX. 

In view of 7.9, A(x) = 0 represents the Euler-Lagrange equations 
for x E X, in abstract form. The next theorem is due to Vainberg [1964] 
(although the present proof is due to the authors--See Hughes and 
Marsden [1977]). 

7.11 Theorem A given operator A is a potential operator if and only 
if for each x E X, VI and V 2 E X, 

<DA(x),vl> il2 ) = <DA(x)·vz, VI)' 

If < , ) is symmetric, this is equivalent to saying DA(x) is a symmetric 
linear operator on X. 

Proof Consider the one-form IX(X)'il = (A(x), v). Bv definition, A 
is a potential operator if and only if IX is exact. By the Poincare lemma, 
this is the case if and only if da, = O. But by Formula 4(b) in Box 7.1, 

da,(x).(v» il 2) = <DA(x),vl> il 2 ) - <DA(x)·v2 , VI), 

so the result follows immediately. I 

It may be instructive for the reader to write out an explicit proof 

using L(x) = f <A(tx), x) dt. 

This result gives necessary and sufficient conditions for a given set 
of equations to be the Euler-Lagrange equations for some Lagrangian. 32 

Box 7.3 A Geometric Formulation of Hamiltonian Mechanics 

In Chapter 5 we study elastodynamics as an infinite-dimensional 
Hamiltonian system. Here wc indicate briefly how differential forms 
and Lie derivatives can be used in classical mechanics (see Arnold [1978] 
and Abraham and Marsden [1978] for further details). 

32To ensure that L comes from a Lagr"ngi:,;l denity rec, .J;res the further ::\ssumption that 
the operator A is a local operator. Ther; I. hiii :'c a dens:!:. aIll~ A will be the usual Euler
Lagrange operator if < , > is the L2 inner prodLlct. For related ,·,tork, see Lawruk and Tulczyjew 
[1977] and Takens [1977]. 
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Consider a given Hamiltonian function H(q, p) for q E IR", p E IR"* 
(Le., p = Pi dXi is to be regarded as a one-form), and the associated 
Hamiltonian equations 

ddPi =- aa~ (i = 1,2, ... ,n) 
t q' 

(Recall that if H = (l/2m)<p,p) + V(q), these reduce to Newton's 
second law: dqi/dt = pjm and m(d2qi/dt2 ) = -av/aqi.) 

Let XH be the vector field for Hamilton's equations, 

X
H 

= (aH, _aH). 
api aq' 

Then (q(t), pet»~ is an integral curve of X H if and only if Hamilton's 
equations hold. 

Let ro = dqi A. dpi denote the fundamental two-form. Observe that 
it has the matrix of components given by the skew-symmetric matrix 

[ ° 1]. We have the following key identity: ixuro = dH. (Proof -/ ° 
ixuro = ixJdqi A. dp) 

= (ixH dqi) A. dpi - dqi A. iXH dpi [see identity 2(b), Box 7.1] 

aH aH i = -a dpi + -a i dq = dH. 
Pi q 

Note that ro is closed: dro = O. In fact, ro is exact: ro = dO, where 0 = 
-Pidqi. 

Now we can easily prove a number of key results about Hamiltonian 
systems: 

Conservation of energy If Ft is the flow of XH (see Section 1.6), then 
HoFt = H. (Proof: 

thus 

~HoFt = ~F;H = F;£XHH = F;(ixHdH) 

= F;(ix)xuro) = 0, 

HoFt = HoFo = H.) 

Each Ft is a canonical transformation; that is, F;ro = ro. (Proof 

~ F;ro = F;£xHro = F;(dixHro + iXHdro) 

(Cartan's "Magic Formula") 

= F;(dix/iro) (since dro = 0) = F;ddH = 0.) 

Liouville's Theorem F, preserves the phase volume: 

Jl = dql A. .•. A. dq" A. dpI A. ... A. dPn. 
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(Proof By computation, one finds that 

co A co A ... A co = n! (_ly"/21". 
" ., 

n tiines 

Here [n/2] denotes the largest integer < n/2. Since Ftco = co, and 
F'/(co A co) = Ftco A Ftco = co A co, we get Ft" = ".) 

One can establish other basic facts like conservation laws in the pres
ence of a symmetry group (Noether's theorem) in a similar way. We 
shall return to this in Chapter 5. 

Next we summarize, without proofs, a few key facts about integration on 
manifolds. These are familiar results in IR" which are converted to the language 
of manifolds. 3 

3 Let ;m be a manifold, possibly with a (piecewise smooth) 
boundary. We assume ;m is oriented; that is, ;m has a covering by charts such 
that the Jacobian of the change of coordinates between any two of these coor
dinate systems is positive. 

Let" be an n-form on ;m (n is the dimension of ;m). In any coordinate chart 
{XA}, " has the form" = f dX I A ... A dX". If we integrate f in this chart and 
do the same for a covering of;m by charts not counting overlaps twice, we get 

a well-defined number, f;m" (the change of variables formula and transform

ation properties of " guarantee that this number is independent of the way in 
which ;m is sliced up). 

7.12 Theorem (Change of Variables) If¢:;m --->;n is a regular CI mapping 
that is orientation preserving, and" is an n-form on ¢(;m), then 

S ¢*" = J fl· 
;m ¢(;m) 

In Section 1.4 we described how to obtain a volume element on an oriented 
Riemannian manifold (;m, G): dV= ,v'detGABdXI A··· AdX", and the 
Jacobian of ¢ by ¢* dv = J dV. Using this notation, 7.12 can be written 

S (fo¢)J dV = f f dv 
;m p(;m) 

for a scalar functionf on ¢(;m) by writing" = f dv. Under an integral sign we 
shall usually write dV instead of dV in accordance with usage in integration 
theory. 

33The proofs of the following theorems are omitted; they may be found in one of the 
standard references (e.g., Spivak [1975J, Lang [1972], or Abraham and Marsden [1978]). 
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7.13 Theorem (Stokes' Theorem) If a~ is positively oriented 34 and at is an 
(n - I)-form on ~, then 

This version of Stokes' theorem includes as special cases, the usual theorems 
of Green, Gauss, and Stokes. We shall obtain the divergence theorem on a 
Riemannian manifold as a special case after a few preparatory results. 

7.14 Proposition If W is a vector field on ~, then .cw dV = (DIV W) dV. 

Proof Observe that dV is closed (any n-form on an n-manifold is closed). 
Thus by the magic formula, 

.cw dV = d(iw dV) = d(iw,Jdet GAB dXI A ... A dxn) 

= d[,Jdet GAB(WI dX2 A ... A dxn 

- W2 dXI A dX3 A ... A dxn + ... )] 

= a~c(,JdetGABWC)dXI A··· AdXn 

,J I ax a c(,Jdet GABWC) dV = (div W) dV. I 
det GAB 

This gives an easy proof of the formula for the rate of change of the Jacobian, 
which was proved directly in Section 1.5. 

7.15 Corollary a/atJ = J·(div v)o¢. 

Proof %t (¢t dv) = ¢t.c v dv = ¢t(div v dv) = (div vo¢,)¢t dv 

= J(div vo¢) dV. I 

To get the divergence theorem we need one more important observation. 

7.16 Proposition Let N be the unit outward normal to a~ and Wa vector 
field on ~. Then on a~, W·N dA = iw dV, where dA is the "area" element on 
a~ (i.e., dA is the "dV" for the (n - I)-manifold a~). 

Proof Let {XA} be coordinates for ~ in which a~ is the plane XI = 0 and 
for which N = (1,0,0, ... ), and ~ is described by XI < O. We can arrange for 
N to be normal to this plane at any particular point by a linear transformation 

34Jn an oriented coordinate chart {XI, ... , Xn} for mI in which amI is the plane XI = 0, 
mI must be represented as the half-space X I < O. This agrees with the usual choice of normals 
in Green's, Gauss', and Stokes' theorems in vector calculus. 
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of coordinates; that is G IA = ° (A = 2, ... ,n) and GIl = 1. The metric tensor 
on a;m is GAB (A, B = 2, ... , n). As above, 

iwdV= iw,./det GAB dXI A··· Adxn 

= ,./det GAB i: (-1)1-1 Wi dXI A ..• A dxn 
i~ I ----..... ,,-----

dXi Iii'issing 

If we evaluate this expression at a point satisfying Xl = 0, we get only the first 
term in this sum: 

7.17 Theorem (Divergence Theorem) IfW is a vector field on;m, then 

I tDlVWdV~ J."WONdA·1 

Proof Let a = iw dV. Then J a = J W·N dA by 7.16. Also, da = 
amr amr 

diwdV = (DIV W)dVby7.l4. Hence the result follows from Stokes' theorem. I 

Problem 7.5 (i) Explicitly recover the classical Stokes' theorem for 
oriented surfaces from 7.13. 

(ii) Show that, on a Riemannian manifold (~, g), 

_ 1 ( ) _ I (aVa aVb) wab - 2 Val b - Vbla - 2 iJxb - axa 

are the components of the spin co = !d(v~). Formulate a Stokes' theorem 
for a general oriented surface in a Riemannian manifold. 

Problem 7.6 Set SAB be a 2-tensor on ;m and DIV S = SABIB, its diver
gence. Let ~A be a one-form on ;m. Prove the following integration by parts 
formula (in index notation): 

r IXASABIB dV = - r IXAIBSAB dV + J IXASABNB dA. Jmr Jmr amr 

Now we turn our attention to the Piola transformation. This concept is of 
fundamental importance in the subsequent chapters. The Piola transformation 
is analogous to pull-back, except that there is a Jacobian present as well. This is 
indicative that volume or area forms are being transformed. We begin by 
defining the Piola transform of vector fields, and revert to CB, S notation in place 
of;m and ~ because we have configurations of bodies in mind. 

7.18 Definition Lety be a vector field on Sand ¢: CB ----> S a regular (orien
tation preserving) CI mapping. The Piola transform of y is given by 

y= J¢*y 
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where J is the Jacobian of ¢. In coordinates, yA = J(F-I)Abyb, where 

J -_ ,J~ a(¢I, ... , ¢n) d Fa _ a¢a 
,JdetGABa(XI, ... ,Xn) an A-axA' 

We can phrase this in another useful way: 

7.19 Proposition Yis the Piola transform ofy if and only if¢*(iy dv) = iydV. 

Proof Notice that (n - I)-forms and vector fields are in one-to-one corre
spondence by way of the mapping Y f-7 * Y, where * Y = iy dV. (Above we cal
culated iy dV in coordinates.) From Box 7.1, ¢*(iy dv) = i4>'Y¢* dv = i4>*yJ dV 
= iWY dV so the assertion follows. I 

Note. Y is an honest vector field, while [a(¢I, ... , ¢n)/a(XI, ... , xn)](F-l)Abyb 

is not. The metric factors are important, even for curvilinear coordinates in [R3, 
such as spherical coordinates. 

7.20 Theorem (Piola Identity) If Y is the Piola transform of y, then 

I DIV Y = J·(div y)o¢.[ 

We shall give two proofs of this important result. 

First proof Let 'U c ill be a nice open set and a'll its boundary. By the 
change of variables theorem and 7.19, 

From 7.16 and 7.17, 

f DIV Y dV = r div y dv = r J(div yo¢) dV. 
• ~M ~ 

Since'll is arbitrary, the assertion follows. I 

Second Proof We compute directly, using differential forms: (DIV Y) dV 
= oCy dV = d(iy dV) by the general formula oCy ot= iy dot + diyot and the fact 
that d of an n-form is zero. Thus (DIV Y) dV = d(iy dV) = d¢*(iy dv) = 

¢*d(iy dv) (the operations of pull-back and d commute) = ¢*(div y dv) = 
J(div yo¢) dV (definition of J), and so DIV Y = J(div yo¢). I 

From 7.16 we get another important way of expressing the Piola transforma
tion: Y.N dA = y·n da, where da is the area element on ¢('U); it is related to 
dA according to (da)b = J(F-l)Ab(dA)Ao See Figure 1.7.1. This equation shows 
how the area elements on a'll and a¢('U) are related. 

Since yA = J(F-l)Aaya, the Piola identity may be read this way: 

DIV(JF-l) = 0, 

where 



N 

Figure 1.7.1 

We can also make a Piola transformation on any index of a tensor. For 
example, let (Jab be a given two tensor. If we make a Piola transformation on the 
last index, we get a two-point tensor P with components paB = J(F-I)Bb(Jab. The 
Piola identity, then, tells us that DIV P = J(div (J)o¢; that is, paBIB = J(Jab lb • 

11R 

Problem 7.7 If y·n is interpreted as a flux per unit area on ¢('U), show 
that one can interpret Y·N as the corresponding flux per unit of under
formed area. Use this to give a physical interpretation of the Piola identity. 

Box 7.4 Summary 0/ Important Formulas/or Section 1.7 

(See Box 7.1 for the key identities for differential forms.) 
Definition of a k-form on ~ 

Ot is a ( Z ) tensor that is skew symmetric. 

Ot(Wn(l)' ... , Wn(k») I%AI' .. A. changes sign if any two 
= sgn nOt(WJ, ... , Wk) indices are switched. 

Wedge Product 
(Ot A ~)(WJ, ... , Wk+l) 

1 
= k! I! ~ (sgn n)Ot ® ~ 

• (Wn(l), ... , Wn(k+l)) 
Interior Product 

(iW Ot)(W2 , ••• , Wk) 
= Ot(W, W2 , ••• , Wk) 

Exterior Derivative d 
:haracterized by: 

(i) ddOt = 0 
(ii) d(Ot A~) = dOt A ~ + 

(-I)kOt A d~ 

(Ot A ~)AI"'A.BI'''BI is the com
plete anti-symmetrization 

IfOt = I%A''''A.dXA'A . .. AdXA., 

then dOt = a~x./k dXA 

AdXA, A··· AdXA. 
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(iii) df = differential of the 
functionf 

(iv) d is local 

Poincare Lemma 
If drx, = 0, then locally there is PA''''AjX) 
a p such that rx, = d~. 51 = 0 tk-IXACtAA,".Ak,,(tX) dt 

Euler-Lagrange Equations of a Variational Principle 
q(t) E [Rn satisfies (djdt)(a£jai/) - a£jaql = 0 (i = 1, ... ,n) if and 

only if q(.) is a critical point of L(q) = f £(q, q) dt subject to the 

condition that q(O), q(1) be fixed. 

Inverse Problem for a Variational Principle 
A nonlinear operator A on a Banach space X is a potential operator; 

that is, <A(x), v) = dL(x)·v for some L(x) if and only if (DA(x),v ll v 2 ) 

is symmetric in VI and V2 (i.e., DA(x) is a symmetric operator). 

Hamilton's Equations 
Symplectic form: co = dqi /'-- dpi 
Hamiltonian vector field XH : 

Change of Variables 

S. ¢*J1 ec-= f J1 
~ 1>(:)11) 

Stokes' Theorem 

S. drx, = f rx, 
~ a~ 

Divergence Theorem 

S. (DIY W) dV 
mr 

= r W.NdA 
Ja~ 

Piola Trans/ormation 
Y=J¢*y or 
iy dV ,'C,' ¢*(i.v do) 

Piola Identity 
DIV Y""" J(div yo¢) 

r (fo¢)J dV = f f dv 
J~ ¢(~) 

1 aCtA''''A", dXB /'-- dXA, 
~ aXB 

/, ... /, dXA", 

= f CtA""An"d)(A,/,-- .. ·/,dXAn
-, 

a~ 


